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Park Eviction Changes Course
of OWS, MSU Reacts

Police arrest an Occupy Wall Street protestor outside Zuccotti Park.
Katherine Milsop
Editor-in-Chief

The 99 percent may have
been ousted from their encampment at Zuccotti Park,
but many MSU students and
faculty feel that the Occupy
Wall Street (OWS) movement
will continue.

Mayor Michael Bloomberg
ordered New York City police
to clear Zuccotti Park of the
protestors around 1 a.m. on
Tuesday morning, ending the
two-month occupation and
potentially reshaping the Occupy Wall Street movement.
Several Montclair State students who attended the pro-

Preparing for Returning Vets

The Montclarion | Gosia Smerdel

tests had mixed reactions to
the temporary eviction.
“…While it was a nighttime
raid, protesters were informed
that they needed to leave the
park or they would be arrested,” said Jill Keats, a junior.

Occupy Continued on Page 3

Sexual Assaults on
the Rise

Campus Implements New
Safety Measures

The Montclarion | Andrew Mears

Emergency phones are located throughout campus.

Haylee Lenkey
Assistant News Editor

There has been an unsettling number of assaults
against women occurring on
campus at Montclair State
University, raising concerns
over safety. In October alone,
the police blotter listed seven

cases of reported assault and
harassment, one domestic dispute and two cases of sexual
assault.
These are only a small representation of the many issues
that are not reported on camAssault Continued on Page 6

NJ TV Comes to DuMont Center

Image courtesy of Flickr account theHolga

A family welcomes home their veteran.
Lindsay Rassmann
Staff Writer

Last month, President Barack
Obama announced his plan to
withdraw all troops from Iraq
by the end of the year. The announcement comes after nine
years of military involvement
in Iraq.
U.S. involvement was at
its peak five years ago when
170,000 troops were in Iraq. It
has since lessened to the current 41,000 troops that are
stationed there.

“As a candidate for president, I pledged to bring the
war in Iraq to a responsible
end,” Obama said. “So today I
can report that, as promised,
the rest of our troops in Iraq
will come home by the end of
the year.”
As of March, the Iraq war
has cost over $806 billion
and more than 4,000 American military lives. More than
100,000 Iraqi civilians have
Troops Continued on Page 6
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Students prep for production as part of this exciting new opportunity.

The University reached
an agreement yesterday with
NJTV, New Jersey’s public
television station, in which the
station will soon begin broad-

casting its nightly news show,
NJ Today, from the DuMont
Television Center.
The station currently broadcasts PBS series including
Charlie Rose, American Masters and BBC World News
America. NJTV (formerly

NJN) began its week-nightly
news program in July and is
currently in its 20th week on
air.
Cole informed the student
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mate. The victim declined to pursue charges in this matter.

Sean Garcia, 22, of Perth Amboy was arrested and charged with aggravated assault in connection with an assault that took place on Oct. 7 at
Fenwick Hall. He is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

On Nov. 11: A staff member reported the theft of books from the University Bookstore

Accountant

Marc Rosenweig

Steven Dienstag, 19, of East Brunswick was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and distribution while in Parker Hall. He is scheduled to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.

On Nov. 9: A female resident of Einstein Hall reported being harassed by her room-

Patricia J. Villano, CPA

Faculty Advisor

A female student reported being followed by her ex-boyfriend while traveling to school. The victim declined to pursue charges in this matter.

by an unknown male. This matter is under investigation.

Matthew Capo-Knoll, 19, of Clifton and Vincenzo Abatangelo, 20, of
Clifton were arrested and charged with burglary and theft in connection
with a theft that occurred on Oct. 24 in Lot 45. They are scheduled to
appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.
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Increased Development Pushes Deer onto Campus
Katie Winters
Managing Editor

Previously a rare sight on Montclair
State’s campus, the deer population
has increased at the University. While
the deer have yet to cause any serious
problems for the campus community,
there is an environmental impact to
this displacement of the deer population.
The displacement of an animal population can be a regular movement accompanying the seasons or another
natural cycle, or it can be precipitated
by the loss of a previous habitat. Human encroachment and development
are common causes of displacement.
As land continues to be developed
— houses built, roads paved, farms
expanded — woodlands and other
preferred deer habitats dwindle. This
pushes deer into less than ideal areas,
such that they must coexist with humans in suburbia or farmlands.
This interface creates many problems, including motor vehicle collisions,
concerns regarding Lyme’s disease and
vegetation consumption. Such situations are dangerous to both human and
deer populations and a deciding factor
of the cultural carrying capacity.
An area’s carrying capacity is a number that represents how many individuals of a species it can support. There
is biological carrying capacity, which
is determined by the available amount
of food, water and shelter and its quality; the maximum number of one species that can peacefully coexist with
another determines cultural carrying
capacity.

In 1998, it was estimated that the
deer population needed to be reduced
by 40 percent annually to maintain cultural carrying capacity. However, considering that captive deer populations
have been seen to grow over 50 percent
per year, this reduction may not be sufficient.
If the state is unable to properly
manage the deer population, the displacement of deer into unsuitable locations will continue and increase.

likely for them to exceed the cultural
carrying capacity and the biological
carrying capacity.
If the carrying capacity is reached
and maintained stably, then a population can be supported, excluding the
possibility of disaster. However, when
any population exceeds the carrying capacity, the possibility exists for a catastrophic reduction through rampant
disease or starvation.
Normally this is avoided by part of

Image Courtesy of ShadowSylph

Displaced deer have been spotted on campus.
There is also a larger environmental
impact indicated by the introduction of
deer to new areas. The dispersal of deer
does not only affect the survival of their
species, but all the populations that inhabit a biosphere. As more species are
crowded into smaller areas, it is more

does not bode well for future movement
in search of quality food, water and
cover.
Furthermore, the effect on a species
is felt by other species. A decrease in
biodiversity reduces an ecosystem’s
ability to maintain a proper balance
and increases the chance of epidemic in
the remaining species.
Both the expansion of developed
land causing the dispersal of deer and
the possible effect this has on the deer

the population leaving in search of a
new habitat or a stabilizing factor such
as predators.
The predators for deer in New Jersey
have been reduced by human involvement and the displacement of deer by
residential and commercial expansion

population can increase the risks associated with lowered biodiversity.
While the deer on campus may initially seem to be peaceful new neighbors,
their presence signals many threatening environmental repercussions.

Occupy
Continued From Page 1

Protestors will continue to gather in the park.
“The 70 people who refused to leave
should not be surprised that they got
arrested.”
The judge who ruled in the decision announced on Tuesday evening
that protestors would be able to return
to the park and occupy 24 hours a day,
but are not allowed to bring any camping equipment or sleeping gear.
City officials, including the mayor,
police and residents of the local neighborhood felt that protestors’ encampment was becoming increasingly disruptive, in addition to suspected drug
use, other crime and health concerns.
Matthew Pietrucha, a music education student at MSU, has been visiting Zuccotti Park since the early weeks
of the occupation. “Similarly [to] how
the original pepper spray incidents
outraged people and gained the OWS
movement publicity, I think the eviction will only help further that. That
is, if the smear campaigns of elected
officials to paint the encampments as
unsafe, drug-riddled, and areas were
rapes occur fail."
Protestors and students have raised
questions over the legality of the evic-

tion.
“Even then at the general assembly,
occupiers had alternative secret locations to move the camp,” said Pietrucha. “Lawyers working with OWS have
already sent an injunction to the city’s
supreme court to have a temporary restraining order against the police evicting protestors. The court hearing won’t
be until Nov. 17 at least, and it is unclear what the decision will be.”
“The people have the right to a peaceful assembly,” said MSU anthropology student and photographer Gosia
Smerdel. “The aggressive actions taken
by evacuating unsuspecting protestors
from the park were unjust and shameful on the [city’s] part.
“It’s scary to think we the people
can be pushed around at one person’s
command,” said Smerdel. “Is this freedom?"
Students have also said that while
the eviction was legal, any police aggression was uncalled for.
“The park is private property, and
while the OWS weren’t infringing on
the public right to movement, they are
legally obligated to evacuate when the

The Montclarion | Gosia Smerdel

owners of the property request it,” said
Michaela Kennedy, a senior.
“That being said, the manner in
which they were relocated is completely

unacceptable [...] the violence and disrespect of the NYPD and the Mayor’s
office was uncalled for and shameful,”
said Kennedy.
MSU English professor Bob Whitney feels that authorities will crack
down on protests throughout the country.
“They’re going to try. As you can see
now it's being used here in N.Y. with
last night’s clearing of Zuccotti Park.
It could get worse than Oakland,” said
Whitney, referring to the violent clash
between police and protestors that occurred earlier this month in Oakland,
Calif., resulting in the arrests of 32
people. “The rulers will stop at nothing
to try to preserve their hegemony. Will
it work? That remains to be seen.”
Whitney also feels that the movement will continue to affect the lives of
students.
“It is their futures that are being
fought over,” said Whitney. “We can allow capitalism to take everything and
leave us all broke and homeless, or we
can take our country, government and
economy back and force the banks and
corporations to be responsible members
of the community from which they take
all of their wealth.”
“The movement is less about physical encampment, and more about conversation,” said Pietrucha. “While I
believe organizing in public spaces is
a crucial aspect in any movement, as
long as we have neutral Internet, the
conversation continues.”
Additional reporting was contributed by
Haylee Lenkey and Craig McCarthy.

The Montclarion | Gosia Smerdel

Protestors, who proudly held up signs just a few days ago, will no longer be allowed to
camp out overnight in Zuccotti Park.
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Anticipation Heats Up for Winter Ball
Catherine Baxter
Staff Writer

As this year’s Winter Ball approaches, students are getting ready
to wait in line to buy their tickets the
moment they go on sale. This year,
Winter Ball will be held on Dec. 8 and
tickets went on sale Thursday, Nov.
17.
Tickets are being sold at $40 for
MSU students and $45 for non-MSU
students. Non-MSU students are only
permitted to come as a guest or date;
they are not allowed to purchase a
ticket by themselves and must be accompanied by an MSU student.
S.L.A.M.’s main goal for this year’s
Winter Ball is to try and go big and do
something different. A new venue has
been chosen in hopes to change things
up, and a “Secret Garden” theme was
decided on. The theme was chosen by
Craig Beyerle, the Winter Ball and
Spring Bash Chair, and Nicaury Santana, the president of S.L.A.M..
S.L.A.M. is also working on getting
a new bus company than past years in
order to accommodate more students
per bus.
“I’ve been going [to the Winter Ball]
since I transferred to MSU,” Santana

said. “It’s a good event for college
students to have their own dance with
friends that they love. We cater to the
students by taking them to the venue,
giving them a fun night to dance and
be with friends and bring them back to
campus safely.”
This year, S.L.A.M. is also taking
many precautions to assure safety for
students attending the dance. The
University Police will be at the ball
from when students first arrive until
the last bus leaves. There will also be
security and workers from the venue
itself.
Security will be checking for invitations at the door, along with IDs.
There will be wristbands with security
at all times and bartenders will only
be able to serve one drink at a time in
order to assure that there will be no
underage drinking.
Many students are anticipating going to the ball, but are worried about
the wait to finally obtain tickets. “I’m
really looking forward to the music,
the food and being with people who
are just having a good time,” said
Rebecca Chu, junior. “But I’ve heard
that tickets are really hard to get, so
I’m probably going to end up sleeping
here tonight, just to make sure I can

get them.”
Other students are looking forward
to participating in the ball simply
because it is their first time attending. “I’ve never been to a Winter Ball
before, so I want to make sure I can
get tickets this time,” said Samantha
Rack, senior. “I waited in line for [Ga-

briel Iglesias] and that took forever, so
I plan on getting here really early.”
S.L.A.M. wants to make sure
students have a good time while still
staying safe. “[The Winter Ball] is an
escape from campus,” said Santana.
“It’s a good stress reliever and a fun
night right before finals.”

Check out
themontclarion.org
for updates
on ticket sales!

Health Center Temporarily Closes for Repairs
Khusboo Patel
Corresponding Writer

The University Health Center was closed
from Nov. 11 to the 15 for renovations and was
temporarily relocated in the second floor of
Blanton Hall, according to Donna Barry, director of the Health Center.
“We are responding to telephone messages
and Askanurse e-mails daily during the closure,” Barry said. Askanurse is a service set
up for non-urgent questions. For emergencies,
students were advised to call campus police for
EMS response. All student and faculty were
notified via e-mail about the closing and what

they could do to help themselves in case of a
health concern or emergency.
There is a strategic schedule to each component of the renovations in Blanton Hall and it
is all required to be relocated prior to Thanksgiving or winter break.
The Health Center reopened on Wednesday,
Nov. 16 at 8:30 a.m. in the temporary location
and resumed normal hours at that time: Monday through Thursday 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
Fridays 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The center will
remain on the second floor of Blanton Hall until just before the beginning of the spring semester.

Rider
Connects

Rider’s highly regarded College of Business
Administration program provides the
career-specific training that is essential for
professional success.
Financial aid available for qualified
applicants through scholarships and
graduate assistant opportunities.

College of Business
Administration
• Master of Accountancy
• Master of Business Administration

To learn more about the how Rider’s
College of Business Administration’s
graduate programs can accelerate your
career, go to www.rider.edu/academics.

Rider Connects
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Assault
Continued From Page 1

pus.

“I personally do not feel safe, but
that’s because of my past experiences,”
said Emily Cooper, 19, a student at
Montclair State University who was
sexually assaulted on campus.
“The person was an acquaintance
and he still goes here. The incident
happened in my dorm room, but I am
still uneasy about traveling alone at
night,” Cooper said.
The MSU campus community is no

"My only issue is nobody
knows if I'm alive or dead
right now, nobody followed
up on my mental health."
Emily Cooper
Assault Victim and member of
Femvolution

stranger to violence against females.
“We average eight to 10 reported sexual assaults a year,” said Lt. Kieran
Barrett of the Montclair State Police
Department.
However, the University believes
that females have every reason to feel
safe on campus, even after dark. But,
as Barrett notes, “Anytime there is a
complex residential population and a
large commuter population, the risks
associated with crime increase.
“We largely see crimes of opportunity,” Barrett said. “I am not minimizing the existence of violence but want
to ensure that we give an accurate picture of our experience.”
Despite this supposed apparent safety, there is still an alarming number of
reported disturbances, with that number staying consistent this academic
year. As domestic violence, harassment
and assault are commonly reported,
there should also be consideration for
how many instances go unheard of.
“Domestic violence applies not only
to relationship violence but also to

roommate violence as well on a college
campus,” Barrett said. “On average we
see 20 to 25 reported cases of domestic
violence a year and a large portion of
those are committed upon females and
range from harassment to physical assault are largely related to relationship
violence. The male number is usually
associated with male roommates and is
typically a low number.”
Yet, in the case where an assault
or dispute occurs and the victim indeed
chooses to report it, the protocol for
dealing with the victim is not sitting
well with all students.
In the case of Emily Cooper, she
reported her assault after being encouraged by friends to do so earlier this
year. “When I got [to the Police Department] I was immediately asked ‘what
were you wearing, what time did this
happen, were you on anything,’” she
said.
“They had me keep telling the story;
they were digging and prodding for details,” Cooper said. “I went just to make
sure I was okay, I didn’t want to press
charges; they pried and encouraged me
to press charges, and after the way they
asking, it was a fresh wound, I didn’t
want to talk to anyone.”
The Sexual Assault Response Team,
SART, of Montclair State University
is modeled on New Jersey State Standards for Survivors of Sexual Assault
and emulates its services based on official SART centers. Its mission statement notes that they offer compassionate services 24 hours a day, seven days
a week.
Cooper added that the number of
times she was questioned and encouraged to give freshly painful details, all
while alone, was exasperating. After
spending a great amount of time waiting alone in a single room in between
questioning, Cooper was free to go and
was contacted by CAPS. Cooper attended one meeting and was told she would
be contacted in four to six weeks. As of
press time, Cooper has still not heard
from the Police Department or CAPS
after this initial experience.
“My only issue is nobody knows if
I’m alive or dead right now, nobody fol-

lowed up on my mental health or if I
wanted to take legal action,” Cooper
said. “I pay so much money to come
here and I don’t feel like the fact that
I’m a woman is appreciated, especially
by the administration and the student
community.”
This reaction creates a hesitance
to respond when one is sexually assaulted. This feeling emanates over the
female community at MSU.
“I can say from personal experience

"I want women to know that it
isn't their fault. It's not about
sex, it's about power. And, you
aren't powerless. Fight back."
Lucy Doyle
President of Femvolution

that survivors of assault are often intimidated out of taking legal action
once they consult the police on campus,”
says Lucy Doyle, president of Femvolution, the Feminist group on campus.
“This isn’t to chastise our campus
police, but the supportive, listening
ear they promote juxtaposes the critical, take-action rhetoric their lips spell
out,” Doyle said. “Because the window
to act on assault and rape cases is so
fleeting, survivors are pushed to react
quickly. And when the first thing you
want to do is take a shower and put on
fresh clothes, the idea of waiting in a
sterile, fluorescent-lit semi-cell is completely repugnant."
“Unless the victim pursues outside
counseling beyond CAPS, where she or
he could be pushed further into a beaurocratic filing cabinet, the individual
is unlikely to find solace at Montclair
State University,” Doyle said.
In terms of raising feelings of safety,
Cooper and other females alike hope
for simple changes such as more lighting after hours on campus and the active presence of police walking around

after hours. There is also a need for
more encouragement to attend the
various self-defense classes offered, as
well as safety education for all women
on campus.
“Shuttles, the Mobile Guardian application on your cell phone, walking
with groups and the University Police
are all available to assist those who
want to increase their safety during
hours where fear is prevalent,” Barrett
said, when asked what is continually
offered to those who feel unsafe after
hours. “Remember: if a situation does
not feel right, it is more than likely
that is not right.”
Along with this, if any female feels
she is being followed on campus, she is
encouraged to do the following: Always
make eye contact with that someone,
make a point of scrutinizing their face
and ask them for the time or for directions. If a student is around someone
who has gotten too comfortable with
her too soon, she should not be afraid
to utilize her cell phone. Call or text
a friend or find a buddy to walk with;
always bring in a third party. Continually, don’t be afraid to carry mace and
other items of self defense.
In the future, Cooper hopes to create and participate in a co-op position
at the Women’s Center that offers an
immediate peer advocate for sexual assault victims so that they do not have
to deal with the issue alone and have a
partner that has undergone the same
experience. The goal is to promote female alliance and overall mental health
and stability.
“I want women on campus to know
that it isn’t their fault. Any number of
factors may lead you to feel like you
could have prevented it, but no one has
the right to touch you or make you feel
less than human,” Doyle said.
“It’s not about sex, it’s about power,”
Doyle said. “And, you aren’t powerless. Fight back. Reach out to someone.
And if it seems daunting or scary now,
imagine how afraid other women are
too; do it for them, if you can’t stand up
for yourself.”

Troops

Television
Continued From Page 1

Continued From Page 1

also been killed, according to IraqBodyCount.org.
However, in today’s unpredictable
economy, many people are having difficulties finding jobs. New Jersey’s unemployment rate is right around the
national average at 9.2 percent, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Montclair State University alumnus
Brian Shaw was deployed to Iraq in
2003 and 2005. While there, he served
as part of the Marine Corps and the
Army’s third infantry.
When Shaw returned from duty, he
utilized the Post-9/11 G.I. Bill.
The Post-9/11 G.I. Bill pays full tuition and fees at public colleges and universities and also provides a monthly
housing allowance and money for books
and supplies. The G.I. Bill is capped at
$17,500 for private institution tuition.
“The G.I. bill is the best thing that’s
happened to me,” Shaw said. “All my
fees and tuition were supplied for me.
I never saw a bill. I met a lot of great
people and friends, most of them being other veterans. I also didn’t have to
work while in school.”
According to the National Center for
Education Statistics, only 30 percent of
Montclair State students graduate in
four years. The longer it takes to graduate, the higher student loans become.
According to The Wall Street Journal,
the average college student graduates
with over $20,000 in debt.
Between Shaw’s housing allowance
from the G.I. bill, unemployment and
disability, he was able to finish college
on time. He graduated this past August
with a degree in justice studies.
The G.I. Bill was created in 1944 to
provide returning World War II veterans with a higher education. The bill
has since been expanded to cover the
additional costs that are now provided
under the Post-9/11 G.I. Bill.
Shaw says that it’s hard to find jobs
as a veteran because most of the skills

he has don’t translate to desk jobs.
However, he does say that veterans do
receive priority when it comes to state
and government jobs. Shaw currently
works as a permanent substitute at
Bloomfield Middle School and bartends
on Wednesday nights. Shaw hopes to
be a Bloomfield fire fighter, something
he’s been anxious about for four years.
Shaw agrees with Obama’s decision to
leave Iraq.
“Most terrorists have left the country,” he said. “There are still attacks
there but it’s minimal. The government
is set up and shaky but they have an
infrastructure.”
Obama’s decision to leave Iraq is
supported by a majority of Americans.
Obama wishes to focus his attention on
domestic matters.
“After a decade of war, the nation we
need to build and the nation we will
build is our own,” Obama said.

body of the decision yesterday afternoon
in an e-mail. “Bringing NJTV’s nightly
live news broadcast to Montclair State
supports and aligns with our ongoing
efforts to have our historically strong
and rapidly developing programs in
broadcasting and communications become the preeminent academic programs in this field in the state. "
“Students will have opportunities to
work on NJ Today and gain hands-on
production experience in lighting, camera operation, make-up and stage management on a statewide network news
program. In addition, students will
benefit from mentoring relationships,
on-air talent workshops and classroom

our own home will be education in itself,” said David Sanders, broadcasting
chairperson.
The DuMont TV center recently underwent major renovations in preparation for NJTV’s nightly news programming. Cole said, “The recent upgrade
of the University’s DuMont Television
Center to a state-of-the-art high-definition studio, which includes the most
technologically advanced equipment,
was another step in the University’s
continued commitment to providing
our students with a superior education
in communication and media.”
Students are eager to take part in
the new addition to the DuMont fami-

The DuMont Center will be the new home of NJTV.
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The MSU Veterans Association recently held a clothing drive.

instruction involving NJTV news staff
and other professionals. Finally, student- produced programming will receive NJTV airtime, giving their work
a broad public audience,” Cole’s e-mail
stated.
In efforts to promote community
outreach and education among its
viewers, NJTV is providing hands-on
opportunities for MSU students to gain
professional experience. “[The] hope is
students will do internships [and] it’s
a nice freelance venue for our graduates. Being able to witness live production of news on a daily basis right from

Image courtesy of MIke Peters

ly. “This will add a new dynamic for the
TV center,” Sanders said. “Sure, there
will be growing pains, [it’s] a learning
curve on both sides, but [we] ultimately
expect it to be positive.”
Brittany Clemente, current broadcasting student, said, “I think the partnership between NJTV and DuMont is
a really smart move. Since NJTV started up in the summer and Montclair
just redid the one studio this summer,
it’s a perfect beginning together. Plus
it’s great for us broadcasting students
to get more news experience right at
home.”

FEature
Disability Becomes a
Driving Force

MSUFeature@gmail.com

The Montclarion

Bianca Perez
Staff Writer

Imagine having waxed paper
wrapped around your eyes. You distinguish movement and bright colors.
Reds and yellows stand out, but others
blend together. You hear the dribble
of a basketball. Your eyes search for
the ball. You are eager to make a play
but only make out a general direction.
Then, your other senses become more
alert than ever. You realize that someone has suddenly begun to lift their
heels up and down. Their arms move.
It tells you they’re about to receive a
pass. You rush over and intercept it.
You dribble calmly towards the blurry
post and take seven steps that tell you
you’ve reached the three-point line. You
shoot and score.
That is what Jennie Murphy, senior,
experienced when she first began playing for her middle school’s basketball
team at age of 14.
“People see me as an athlete, but they
don’t see what I see,” Murphy said.
People see a 5-foot-7-inch, broad
shouldered powerhouse with dirty
blond hair and rosy cheeks. Most of all,
they see Murphy’s easy-going personality. Her wardrobe, made up of athletic
wear that she labels “comfy,” along
with her most commonly used phrase,
“it’s all good,” accentuate her mellow
personality.
What Murphy sees has been limited
since birth. She was diagnosed with
corneal dystrophy, which made her legally blind. Her 20/900 vision means
that she sees an object at 20 feet as
most people would see an object at 900
feet, or three football fields away.
Now at 24, she has ways to get to
know her surroundings. She wears
heelless shoes to feel the gradients on
the ground and visits locations in advance to get to know the landscapes.
She counts steps of places she frequents.
“There are 187 steps on the side stairs
of University Hall,” Murphy said.

However, it was in 2008 — when she
was 22 and a freshman at MSU — that
she became the 26th person diagnosed
with Harboyan Syndrome, a syndrome
characterized by an abnormal development of the cornea, apparent at birth,
and a progressive loss of hearing usually detected between the ages of 10
and 24.
One morning, a groggy Murphy
stretched her arm out to hit the snooze
button on her phone’s alarm. Her phone
wasn’t making a sound. The ringing
was a fire drill in her dorm, Blanton
Hall.
This brought her to audiologist Robert Disogra’s office in Freehold. Countless hearing tests and her corneal dystrophy allowed Disogra to connect the
dots. Murphy and her sister, 22, are the
only two cases of Harboyan Syndrome
in the U.S. and the first to be closely
studied. Disogra said there is still
much to learn about the disorder. It’s
passed down through a recessive trait
by a parent, and frequently happens
when the parents are related. That is
not Jennie’s case.
“Her parents have created family
trees that go far back to make sure,”
Disogra said.
Now, without the hearing aids, Murphy said, “Everything sounds like being underwater.” The most difficult
part was losing her freedom. She spent
almost every weekend of her freshmen
and sophomore years making the onehour trip from Montclair to Freehold to
be examined by doctors and students.
The rarity of her syndrome made her
feel like a lab rat.
“Someone always had their finger by
my eye while being amazed,” Murphy
said.
Murphy worries about losing her
sight one day. “I don’t want to know
a day when I can’t tell there’s people
around me,” she said. But she treats
each day “like it’s my last day of sight.
I keep positive that way.”
Her prospects are encouraging.
While Disogra insists that “there isn’t
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enough literature” to be
conclusive, he said that
her vision seems to have
stabilized and her hearing shows signs of doing
the same. Murphy prefers to look at what she
has gained through her
situation.
“I see everything different than everybody
else does and I like that,”
she said.
She adds that if she
had 20/20 vision she
would gain some trivial
things, like a driver’s license, but she would lose
all the people she’s met
through her situation.
Murphy’s condition is her
driving force.
Murphy has shocked
many by becoming a
physical education major. Jennie Murphy defies the odds with
Courtesy of Jennie Murphy
Despite being the only her disability.
P.E. major with a visual
impairment, she maintains a 3.5 GPA.
are too long Murphy asks the person in
She served as vice president of the Panfront of her for help.
zer Student Association, the Physical
“Sometimes people are nice, but
Education Student Association and the
sometimes they just look right at me
New Jersey Alliance for Health, Physiand ignore me,” Murphy said. “One
cal Education, Recreation and Dance,
time I tapped someone on the shoulthrough which she participated in Mider and they hugged their purse,” she
chelle Obama’s “Let’s Move” campaign
said. “People don’t get the concept that
to end childhood obesity in America.
I can’t see.”
Encouraged by one of her physical
Murphy’s biggest commitment is to
education professors Robert Gilbert,
physical education. She discovered her
she has become a motivational speakpassion for physical education while
er. Murphy has spoken at Rutgers, Wilhelping others with disabilities play
liam Paterson and MSU among others.
sports on a retreat with the CommisMost recently she has spoken at Red
sion for the Blind.
Hawk Day.
“All people need is a chance,” she
Despite her successes, Murphy still
said of her hopes to one day help people
faces daily challenges. Among them is
living with disabilities integrate into
ordering from snack bars. “Many peotraditional gym classes.
ple are not too nice,” she says.
Yet, when she’s called inspirational,
Murphy has a hard time seeing
Murphy doesn’t see the big deal and
the small letters on the menus. When
blushes: “I live day by day,” Murphy
she asks the person behind the counsaid. “Every day you have that choice
ter what’s on the menu, she often gets
to press snooze or to get up.”
an annoyed look in return. When lines

How to make a Safe
Thanksgiving Dinner
Alyssa Puorro
Staff Writer

Thanksgiving is right around the
corner, and that means plenty of turkey, stuffing, potatoes and pies! It is a
wonderful time of year to spend with
family and eat like there’s no tomorrow. But before you sit down to your
Thanksgiving feast, here are some important points from the United States
Department of Agriculture to ensure
that your turkey is properly handled
from start to finish.
Thawing the turkey is the first step,
and careful attention must be paid. If
not done properly, bacteria can begin to
grow. The turkey may be thawed in one
of three ways: through refrigeration,
cold water thawing or microwaving.
If you choose to use the refrigeration method, the bird should be left in
the refrigerator for 24 hours for every
five pounds. For example, a 12 pound
turkey would need to thaw in the refrigerator for three days. Be sure to put
the turkey in a deep dish to prevent
any contamination. Once it is thawed,
do not leave it in the refrigerator for
more than two days.
The cold water thawing method is
quite easy: the turkey is placed in a
tightly sealed plastic bag and placed
into a cold water bath for 30 minutes per pound. The water should be
changed at 30-minute intervals and
the turkey must be cooked immediately
after it has thawed.

The last method is by microwaving:
the manufacturer’s instructions should
be followed and the turkey should,
again, be cooked immediately upon
thawing.
After you thaw the turkey, it’s time
to make the stuffing. Each family has
its own unique secret to preparing
stuffing, but it is necessary to keep the
following in mind to ensure that your
meal is free from any food-borne contaminants. It is recommended by the
USDA to cook stuffing separately. However, if you choose to cook the stuffing
in the turkey, these tips will help decrease risk of food-borne illnesses.
The stuffing should be placed immediately into the turkey after it is
prepared, and it should not be too dry,
since bacteria will grow more quickly.
Be sure to stuff the turkey lightly; ¾
cup per pound is recommended. As
soon as the stuffing is in place, the turkey should be put into an oven set at
a minimum of 325 degrees Fahrenheit.
The turkey at the innermost part of
the thigh and the middle of the stuffing should be at least 165 degrees before you remove it from the oven. Then,
allow the turkey to sit for 20 minutes
before serving it.
Finally, after everyone’s stomachs
are full, and they’re ready to take a
nap, it is time to safely handle the leftovers. Everything should be placed in
the refrigerator or freezer within two
hours after being cooked. All of the
stuffing should be taken out of the tur-

Make sure you eat safely this holiday!

key and the turkey should be cut into
smaller pieces before being put into
the refrigerator. The turkey should be
eaten within three to four days, and if
reheated, should reach a temperature
of 165 degrees.
Now that you have these Thanksgiv-

Courtesy of voximate.com

ing food safety tips in mind, it is time
to start planning your holiday meal!
For more detailed information, see the
USDA’s “Seasonal Food Safety Fact
Sheets” at http://www.fsis.usda.gov.
Happy Thanksgiving!
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Red Hawk Run Sets Off for
Tenth Year
Stephanie Agudelo
Staff Writer

The University’s Department of
Campus Recreation will be hosting
their 10th annual Red Hawk Run on
Nov. 20 in an effort to raise money for
the homeless and hungry this Thanksgiving holiday. Red Hawk Run has had
much success since its creation in November 2000 and has been a Montclair
State University holiday tradition ever
since, catching the interest of many
students and non-students alike.
In 2009, the Red Hawk Run was officially certified by the Track and Field
Association as a nationally-ranked 5k
run, which happens to be held right
on our very own campus. Runners are
expected to begin their route at 9 a.m.
and will start at Lot 20 A (adjacent to
the Student Recreation Center), reach
the furthest point near Floyd Hall Arena and run back to the lot where they
began. There are no necessary requirements needed to participate in this
event and runners can range from college students to young children.
In fact, this year will be the first time
that specific divisions are implemented.
There will now be a children’s division
and eight other distinct divisions that
will help promote diversity and participation. Accordingly, there will now be
eight different first place winners who
will take home a Thanksgiving turkey
of their own. Every year there are more
and more volunteers who assist with
everything from donations, event coordination, registration tables and even
running.
In previous years the event has attracted some 100 participants from the
University and surrounding community. Unfortunately, due to construction
on campus last year, the run was not
able to take place, however it is expected that this year will attract over 100
participants.
In order for this event to go off without a hitch, a student-run organization
within the Campus Recreation Center
called Rec Board has to do its best to
coordinate the event beforehand. Rec
Board has the responsibility of pro-

moting the event as much as possible,
developing a student committee dedicated to running the event and putting
it all together on the actual day. This
year’s Rec Board president and senior
Lisette Stanzione also happens to be
the event leader for Red Hawk Run and
explained why this day holds a special
place in her heart.
“I was hired as an employee for the
Student Recreation Center on Red
Hawk Run so it means a lot to me to be
able to help out and be an event leader for it,” Stanzione said. She also explained that this event stands out compared to all of the other events hosted
throughout the year.
“It’s an important event because out
of all of the events that we host, this is
the one where we are physically able to
see the effects of our actions,” Stanzione
said. “We see firsthand how it helps the
community and how appreciative they
are that we decided to help. Even the
neighbors cheer for us when we show
up to deliver the food!”
All of the proceeds and donations
received through Red Hawk Run will
go to the Apostle House, which is a food
pantry in Newark. All proceeds will
help feed the homeless and hungry on
Thanksgiving Day.
“We usually go to a wholesale club
like BJs and purchase all the food. We
deliver the food to the pantry on the
22nd of November,” Stanzione said.
Although Rec Board members are
usually the most frequently involved
with this event, some of Montclair
State University’s Greek life members
love to get involved as well. Sorority and fraternity members essentially
volunteer in the same way that others
do, except they have the ability to get
many people involved. If one sorority or
fraternity is involved with one specific
event, it usually means that they will
try to have members from other organizations involved.
“I love participating in Red Hawk
Run because Thanksgiving means so
much to everybody. Just giving back
around this time of year makes it so
special for those people in need and I’m
glad that I can be a part of that,” said

Students gathered for the 2009 race.

Kayla Kinard, senior and sorority sister of Phi Sigma Sigma.
The 5k run also attracts many Montclair State students for a different type
of reason — health benefits. Besides
the fact that all of the proceeds are going to a wonderful cause, the run is a
great way to keep in shape and test
your athletic ability. Many students do
not have the opportunity to participate
in such an event in their own communities at home and feel that this would be
a perfect way to jumpstart their fitness
level.
Sophomore Sanjana Proddutur is
a first-time participant for Red Hawk
Run and said, “I decided to register for
this run because it I thought it would
be a fun way to be a little healthier and
it is such a good cause I don’t know why
you wouldn’t run!”
Promoting a healthier lifestyle and
community involvement is only part
of what the Campus Recreation Center aims for. Student involvement in
this event would only further the goals
of what the Recreation Center is all
about.
“Having an incentive to better yourself physically is what we are all about,”

Courtesy of Montclair.edu

said Bridget Keough, sophomore and
Campus Recreation Center group fitness instructor. “Not only are you physically challenging yourself by running
but you’re also promoting a good cause
and enjoying yourself while you’re at
it. This run combines everything that I
personally believe we stand for.”
As our campus continues to grow
and expand throughout the years, runners will have the pleasure of enjoying
the scenic views of MSU grounds, while
aiming for first place. Although some
people may be interested in testing
their athletic strengths and others are
willing to walk the three miles in order
to feed someone on Thanksgiving, Red
Hawk Run means something to everyone. It is a great way to get involved
in the community and an experience
that every MSU student should have
at least once.
“After hearing about how appreciative the people are of our actions, I was
inspired to help out this year,” said
Ryan Fisher, senior and special events
coordinator for Rec Board. “This will be
the first year I will be attending and it
is an experience I will definitely cherish forever.”

Is marriage obsolete?
Samantha Sahibdeen
Staff Writer

Is marriage really necessary today? Our views on the subject, as well
as the institution itself, have changed
drastically over the years. Whether a
common law marriage (cohabitation) is
enough versus an official marriage by
law, remains to be seen.
Michelle Agone, president of Lambda Tau Omega sorority, isn’t in favor of
the latter.
“I’m not sure how my other sisters
feel about whether marriage is or is not
obsolete, but I feel that it is,” Agone
said. “In my opinion, being married by
law only gives legal benefits and does
not make a couple any more committed.”
Kristin Rivera, sophomore, also
agrees that marriage isn’t as sacred as
it used to be.
“Now, we see people focusing more on
developing their careers or living their
lives before even contemplating marriage,” Rivera said. “I guess you can
say that marriage isn’t something our
generation is looking for anymore.”
With the divorce rate quickly rising
in the United States, it is not a surprise
that our generation isn’t perceiving
marriage as it used to. According to divorcerate.org, the highest divorce rate
falls between men and women 20 to 24
years old.
It’s often said that half of the marriages in the U.S. end in divorce. Although that data isn’t exactly correct,
it’s pretty close to the truth. The Americans for Divorce Reform calculates that

“probably, 40 or possibly even 50 percent of marriages will end in divorce if
current trends continue.”
Sean Lewis, a junior, attributes the
rise in divorce to a lack of effort.
“There are so many different things
to look at when you’re getting married, and many people overlook many
things,” Lewis said. “Also, in today’s society, it’s socially acceptable to divorce,
when 50 years ago it was rare.”
Information from divorceguide.com
seems to correlate with that view, dictating that “in modern times, of course,
this stigma has been removed. Although most people view the American

divorce rate as unfortunate, few would
blame any particular couple or their
children.”
So, does that mean cohabitation is
in fact the answer? Freshman Nicole
Pereira would agree.
“I’m considering never getting married. I’d rather stick to living with the
person forever. If things don’t work out,
I don’t have to worry about the marriage contract that I signed,” Pereira,
19, said.
The change in our thinking about
marriage may be a reflection on how
the roles of men and women have
shifted within the institution. Esmilda

Courtesy of free-extras.com

Abreu, who has been the director of
the Women’s Center on campus for 11
years and a former gender and social
issues professor at Ramapo University,
shed some light on the matter.
“I think gender identity has changed
tremendously. So what was expected of
men and what was expected of women
has changed so radically in the last 30
years, that it had to change the expectations of marriage,” Abreu said.
Married for 19 years, and having
been with her husband for 24 years,
Abreu explains that even within her
own marriage, expectations continue to
change. Though she feels that the piece
of paper is not the binding thing, “It really needs to go beyond that.”
Though she admits the piece of paper is useful — for medical purposes
and other legal matters — she doesn’t
see it as something that’s required.
“I don’t think it’s necessary anymore,” Abreu said. “However, is it helpful? Yes.”
To the question of whether it’s obsolete completely, however, “I hope not,”
Abreu said. “Is marriage changing? No
doubt. And if you’re having crazy, unreasonable, demeaning situations happening in your marriage, then divorce
is absolutely necessary.”
As Pamela Haag, author of the book
Marriage Confidential, concluded in an
interview in “The Atlantic”: “Forty percent of Americans think that marriage
is ‘becoming obsolete,’ and 50 percent
of younger Americans believe this, according to 2010 Pew research. I think
that marriage is in a brainstorming
phase.”
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On-Campus Jobs
Now Hiring!
Need cash for the holidays?
Cash for textbooks ?
We can help!
Work with University Facilities
as a Snow Removal Assistant!
♦$12.00/hour
♦Flexible Hours
♦Training Provided
Help your fellow students by
making campus walkways
safe!
Interested? Contact us at

snow-work@mail.montclair.edu
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Indi-visuals
Rashard Bradshaw
Staff Writer

Whether it’s battling freakish snowstorms or the frigid fall temperatures,
Montclair State University’s fashionforward student body is pulling out all
the stops this season.
With boots, jackets, scarves and a
hat to match, don’t let the weather turn
an everyday look into a fashion no-no!
Instead of dusting off those Uggs
from last season, try a boot with a little
more structure and straps to upgrade
that wardrobe from casual camper to
college chic.
This season is all about great outerwear. Don’t be afraid to purchase a daring coat or a fabulous hat to turn a basic fall day into a full-on fashion show.
Hats and knee-high boots are running rampant on the runways so do not
leave home without either.
Ladies, don’t be afraid to borrow a
shirt or cardigan from an older brother
or lover ‘cause the boyfriend fit is in.
For guys, this season’s must-have is
anything tweed.
Give your closet a facelift by adding
a topcoat or suit to the mix; remember,
you don’t have to pay a million bucks
to look it.

Danielle Jenkins
Psychology
Senior

Mara Balagta
Junior
Fashion Studies

I ran into Jenkins while people
watching outside of Fox Theater. With
confidence in her step coupled with a
pair of light tinted glasses, Jenkins exuded an air about her that was not only
“Town and County” but also very hip.
I loved the small necklace she wore
that added to her aesthetic without
competing for attention. This fashionforward senior described her personal
style as “fun, classy and preppy” and
her combination of casual ponytail and
riding boots delivered a laid-back vibe
that was still put together in a stylish,
classic manner — take notes.

Balagta’s look is all about comfort
without substituting style. With a
blend of patterns and colors that completed each other and a cute bubble
vest, how could I not feature her? Her
animal print shoes were to die for and
screamed fashion risk done right, as
opposed to Cheetah Girls.
Animal prints can be very hard to
incorporate into an outfit without looking too in-your-face, so take a tip from
Balagta and include a small bag or
loafer with animal texture to add to
your outfit, not to overpower it. Balagta
describes her style as, “chic, casual and
fabulous,” a combination that always
equals cute.

R: If you had to shop at one store for
the rest of your life, what store would
that be and why?
D: Zara, because Zara is amazing.
R: I agree. If you had to give one
piece of advice to the campus regarding
fashion what would that advice be?
D: Add an accessory. That’s it.

R: If you had to shop at one store for
the rest of your life, what store would
that be and why?
M: Definitely Marc Jacobs, because
he’s such a fashion innovator. I love everything he stands for and who he is
and his clothes are awesome.
R: If you had to give one piece of
advice to the campus regarding fashion
what would that advice be?
M: Just be yourself. Don’t think
about what anyone else thinks of you.
Just dress how you like.

Liz Torres
Junior
Philosophy and
Women and Gender Studies
Torres delivers a healthy mix of feminine and masculine silhouettes that
display a very sporty and prep perspective on fashion. With a charcoal gray
sweater underneath a modern fisherman jacket and fur trimmed hood, Torres was not going to let the weather
dictate her style. Accessories are on the
rise, and no look is complete without
a chain or bracelet to add that extra
touch of attitude.
Torres’ wrist was covered in an array of warm colored bracelets that definitely added a pop of color to her outfit.
She described her style as, “laid back.
There’s nothing else to it.”
R: If you had to shop at one store for
the rest of your life, what store would
that be and why?
L: I would have to say Gap, because
I like the way their clothes fit.
R: I agree. If you had to give one
piece of advice to the campus regarding
fashion, what would that advice be?
L: Just do what you like. Wear what
makes you comfortable. Wear your
heart.

Zappos.com
If you love Jenkins’ boots, visit Zappos.
com. They have a huge supply of riding boots in various styles and colors to
please any fashion lover on the go.

Photos courtesy of Rashard Bradshaw

Dressing Eco-Chic Sustainably
Katherine Oakes
Staff Writer

Nordstrom.com
If you think you have a wild style like
Balagta and would love to add a touch
of primal posh to your closet, check
out these snake skin booties by Jeffrey
Campbell.

Topman.com
Need a new accessory in your life? This
season is all about accessorizing, and if
you loved Torres’s bracelets, check out
the chic wrist wear over at Topman.
com.

When I talk to people about wearing
clothing that is environmentally safe, I
am almost always asked, “So, how do I
know if it’s eco-friendly?”
It is a great question to ask, and by
simply checking the clothing label, you
can answer that question yourself.
So when you’re on the hunt for ecofriendly labels while shopping, scouring
the store with wild, crazy eyes, foaming
at the mouth, panting like a dog (or is
that just me?), reading countless labels
seems tedious, but all you have to do is
keep an eye out for two things: 1) Material and 2) Where it was made, as in
“Made in...”
Tags that read “Made in U.S.A.” can
indicate there is less of a carbon footprint, since the garment wasn’t transported all the way to the United States
from China or Taiwan.
Also, it helps the economy by supplying jobs for those working within
it, making the country less dependent
on outside sources for production and
labor.
If you want really big bonus points,
try buying clothing from a local shop.
Most of the time, if a company is advocating environmental awareness, they

Journey’s and Adidas jumped on the hemp bandwagon.

will promote it by notifying the buyer
that their garment is “Eco-friendly” or
“Organic” (maybe even “Recycled” if
you’re getting crafty) by printing it on
their tags.
If not, look for labels that say organic cotton, modal, tencel (a.k.a. lyocell),
bamboo, hemp and sometimes rayon.
Singing this to the tune of the vowel
song always helps me remember.
These fabrics are produced in ways
that leave as small an impact on the
environment as possible. Even if the
label states that the clothing is only
made with a percentage of these fibers
along with other materials, don’t panic,
it still counts.
For maximum sustainability, keep

Courtesy of Journeys.com

an eye out for companies with certification labels signifying their additional
contributions. One percent For the
Planet is a great organization that acts
as a springboard for companies to donate one percent of their profits to environmental causes.
Companies like Patagonia and Klean
Kanteen are members, along with hundreds more.
Eco-friendly clothing tends to be a
bit more expensive because the materials the clothes are made with are not
cheap or easy to come by.
Buy only what you need. Skip excess
clothing. Less is more for the planet;
unless we’re talking trees… there are
never enough trees.

msuproduction@gmail.com

AdverTisements

Room for Rent

Child Care

Female students:
Double room
(shared)
available now.
Furnished,
parking
available, easy
walk-across
from campus.
Internet and
cable included.
973-778-1504

Sitters wanted.
$12+ per hour.
Babysitting,
housesitting,
petsitting.
Register free
for jobs near
campus or home
and start earning
cash now! www.
student-sitter.
com

Everyone have
a safe and fun
Thanksgiving
Break!
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Faculty Led Short Term Summer Study Abroad

INFORMATION SESSION
Wednesday November 30 3:00-5:00
Cohen Lounge, Dickson Hall














There will be
no issue of
The Montclarion
next week.
Our next issue will
be on December 1st.

The Montclarion



Want to advertise or
promote your business?
Are you looking to hire
or have rooms for rent?
Advertise with
The Montclarion!
Email
montclarionads@gmail.
com
for more informationand
details.

My friend’s uncle’s second cousin’s son has autism.
My friend’s uncle’s second cousin’s son has autism.
My friend’s uncle’s second cousin’s son has autism.
My friend’s uncle’s second cousin’s son has autism.
My friend’s uncle’s second cousin’s son has autism.

Autism is getting closer to home.
Today, 1 in 110 children is diagnosed.
Early diagnosis can make a lifetime of difference.

Learn the signs at autismspeaks.org

© 2010 Autism Speaks Inc. "Autism Speaks" and "It's time to listen" & design are trademarks owned by Autism Speaks Inc. All rights reserved.
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Toons & GAMES

Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving is right around the corner! Try and solve
this Thanksgiving themed puzzle!
1

2

3
4

5

6

7

2

3

7
8

The Montclarion
has open positions!
We are looking for
Cartoonists
Writers
Photographers
and more!
Stop by our office at
The Student Center Annex
Room 113

8

Across
What is the
famous bird
typically eaten
on
Thanksgiving?
Where was the
first
Thanksgiving
celebrated?
Holds a lot of
objects.
Who were the
first to
celebrate
Thanksgiving?

The Montclarion

1
2
3
4
5
6

Down
Month
Thanksgiving
falls on.
Thanksgiving is
to give ____
Large orange
vegetable.
A popular dessert
of Thanksgiving.
A big meal.
Parade held on
Thanksgiving
day.

for more information!

Last week’s Answers

The Montclarion

opinion

MSUOpinion@gmail.com
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Veterans Pay True Cost of War

IT

Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion

hroughout the course of our lives we
have received an overwhelming amount
of advice, ranging from “never run with
scissors” to “never talk with your mouth
full.” These suggestions have never been
restricted to personal etiquette and
almost always contain ridiculous generalizations. One of which prominently
sticks out in our minds: Never trust a
politician.
It may be true that politicians have
the tendency to bend their words to
appease the masses, but we are pleased
to announce that one politician has followed through on his word.
During the 2008 presidential election President Barack Obama promised
the nation that he would withdraw our
troops from Iraq. His position directly
contrasted his opponent’s and was a factor in his subsequent victory. With that
being said, President Obama recently
announced that all of the troops stationed
in Iraq will be on their way home by the
end of the year.
Voters can no longer say that Obama
has never followed through with any of
his promises. We commend him for what
we perceive as the right decision.
But what about the returning veterans? The psychological toll that war
takes on any soldier’s mind is undeniable. These veterans were trained to be
soldiers and handle the trauma that war
brings. But, as one veteran stated, “No
one teaches you how to become a civilian.”
With unemployment still nudging double digits, veterans are finding it increasingly difficult to find jobs upon their
return. However, if veterans would like
to engage in furthering their education,
they can utilize the Post-9/11 G.I. Bill.
This bill pays full tuition and fees at
public college and universities. It also

provides monthly housing allowance
and money for books. The bill is sure
to guide a veteran along his/her path
to becoming a returning member in
American society.
The Iraq war has cost over $806
billion and has snatched the lives away
from more than 4,000 Americans.
According to IraqBodyCount.org, over
100,000 Iraqi civilians have also been
killed.
We are glad that we are no longer
locked into the occupation of Iraq and
finally our troops can return to their
country.
The transition is not going to be an
easy one for most veterans. But with
each big change comes various difficulties. Should most veterans return
to school with the aid of the G.I. Bill?
What place should they now take in
society?
The government should be the ones
posing and focusing on these questions.
The last thing that we want is for the
veterans to join the ranks of the unemployed.
We hope that President Obama
isn’t merely withdrawing the troops
to appease the masses without proper
consideration of where each and every
soldier will fit into everyday life in this
country.
Our prediction is that once the veterans leave Iraq there will be an everpresent feeling of disquiet. News outlets will slowly feature tales of veterans
that can’t find work or are suffering
extreme frustration upon their return.
No society is perfect but with the
current economic downturn, we can’t
help but take a cynical approach.
Hopefully, our country will utilize
the funds that they would have normally dedicated to the war in Iraq to
fix the deficit or create new jobs, but
maybe we are being too optimistic.

Nittany Lions’ Wounded Pride

T

he first item in the Code of Conduct
for Penn State Students is regarding
abuse endangerment or hazing. The
second item is regarding sexual misconduct or abuse.
The introduction to the Code of
Conduct states that these are “behaviors that are inconsistent with the
essential values of the University community. Intentionally attempting or
assisting in these behaviors may be
considered as serious as engaging in
the behavior. A person commits an
attempt when, with intent to commit a specific violation of the Code of
Conduct, he/she performs any act that
constitutes a substantial step toward
the commission of that violation.”
Why is it that the University
thought it was reasonable to hold students to these standards, but not their
employees or the administration?
Joe Paterno is known for upholding
good character for his football players;
for recruiting men who were not only
good players, but good people.
The administration stood by this
policy, praising it and generally expecting their students to be good people.
That is part of the reason the recent
scandal with Gerald Sandusky abusing children has made such an impact
in the media. It seems that Penn State
and Paterno were holding their students to higher standards than they
were prepared to hold for themselves
and their employees.
Paterno and the University administration has known about allegations
against Sandusky since at least 2008,

possibly since 1998. Sandusky was not
arrested, he was not even dismissed
from his position as defensive coordinator of the football team.
Rather than face public scrutiny in
2008, or 1998, the University preferred
to deal with the situation quietly, to
place restrictions on Sandusky and
hope that this resolved the situation.
Unfortunately this “solution” is all too
common.
For fear of ruining a man’s reputation and tarnishing that of the school,
administrators quietly deal with situations. They hope that restrictions, a slap
on the hand or a quiet dismissal will
protect their reputation while remedying the circumstances that allowed the
misconduct to occur.
This never seems to work.
Inevitably, the situation continues.
Children continue to be exposed to a
dangerous individual; perhaps they are
different children in a different school
or setting, but the story continues in
much the same way.Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion
Administrators must hold themselves to the same standards that they
years.
Now Penn State not only has to
hold their students. If students are
deal with a child abuse scandal and
expected to report those engaging in
the shame of hiding this situation
sexual misconduct, the University must
and endangering more children, they
report sexual misconduct to the proper
have to deal with being hypocritical.
authorities.
Rather than having a flexible code
The possible scandal may dissuade
of conduct for University administrathe University from following their own
tors and employees that is dependant
guidelines, but we think Penn State
upon the effect to the University’s
wishes they had reported Sandusky’s
reputation, the code of conduct for
“indiscretions” when they were first
administrator’s should hold the
informed of them, rather than being
University to an even higher stanfound covering up child abuse for

Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion

dard than that to which it holds the students.
The University is an important model
for student behavior, and if administrators don’t have to be good people, why
should they expect their students to avoid
rioting on campus or to report crime?
University students are not children. We
will not simply do as you say, not as you
do.
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Thinking Outside the Sandbox

America’s tactics in the Middle-East must pay own military blood-debt

I

f you were
to ask an
American
solider what
their
purpose
in
Afghanistan
is, they would
most likely
echo something along
Jesse Imbergamo the lines of
dismantling
Columnist
the terrorist
insurgency and strengthening the Afghan
government.
Ten years have passed since America’s
initial incursion of Afghanistan and the
country’s barren sands are as bloody as
ever, the future of their government remains
precarious, and American soldiers continue
to pay for the seemingly undying conflicts
that plague Afghanistan with their lives and
well-being.
Complete withdraw of American troops
from Afghanistan is slated for 2014. If the
date is honored, Americans will have fought
for 13 years, and over the course of the soonto-be devil’s dozen, thousands of Americans
will have lost their lives.
With an already unbearable number
of casualties mounted from the war and

an increasing sense of inevitable ineffectirelessly to wreak havoc on Americans and
tiveness in accomplishing the goals set for
anyone else who stands in their way.
Afghanistan, the next and final two years of
Killing and capturing them has proved
American involvement are gearing up to be
ineffective, as the insurgent population
unavailing and perilous.
appears to be infinitely regenerative.
In order to avoid any further loss of
Operational efforts on behalf of the
American lives, a more immediate approach
United States military to subdue the many
to remove troops from Afghanistan is needthreats in Afghanistan have only slowed
ed.
insurgent plans at best. In the final two
Last month, 12 Americans were killed
years of America’s involvement, more lives
in Kabul when a
will be lost and
suicide bomber
very little will
attacked an
be gained. The
“In the final two years of America’s
armored shutinescapable
tle.
loss of more
involvement, more lives will be lost
This bomblives
could
ing,
which
be
diverted
and very little will be gained. The
was the sinif a full-scale
gle deadliest
inescapable loss of more lives would be withdrawal of
attack in the
troops begins
diverted if a full scale withdrawal of
capital since
today.
the beginning
As for logistroops began today”
of the war, is
tical efforts by
a testament to
American forcthe unavoides to protect
able fact that the insurgency in Afghanistan
and strengthen the Afghanistan governis still a prominent and lethal threat.
ment and military, many doubt the effectiveOver the course of the war, thousands of
ness of the attempt. On one hand, there is a
insurgents have been killed and captured;
theory that the newly revamped and reasthe violence is as rampant as ever.
signed Afghan forces will be able to work out
The Taliban is still a prevalent force, and
arrangements with their enemies and the
the Haqqani Network has been working
violence will cease.

On the other hand, there is a theory that
without American presence, the insurgents
could overpower the Afghan forces, perhaps
in a matter of months.
There is no way to determine which will
be the outcome once the American military
leaves, and while the future of Afghanistan
remains uncertain, Americans continue to
lose their lives.
The people of Afghanistan need and
deserve assistance in countering the insurgency, but American military investment
has proved to be an insufficient solution.
Thousands of lives have been lost on
both sides and there is still no definitive
and foreseeable outcome. In the interest of
preserving American lives, withdrawal from
Afghanistan should begin immediately, but
Afghanistan should not be forgotten.
With the continual valiant effort of
America’s various intelligence-gathering
agencies and collaboration among those in
Washington, new and more effective solutions to aid Afghanistan should be devised,
because the past decade of bloodshed has
proved that the price of prolonged military
intervention is far too costly.

Jesse Imbergamo, a communications major, is in
his first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

The Lighter Side of Social Media’s Darker Side
Warning: This could be you!

M

arshall
McLuhan
knows exactly what he’s
doing. Media
evolution is
spreading
like wildfire
and we as
its developMonika BUjas
ers co-exist
columnist
with
the
machines.
It’s a bit frightening when you realize how
much we depend on technology and how
much technology knows about us.
When you explore some of the biggest
social networking sites you will realize how
true this is.
It is unbelievable how much information
the majority of sites require us to submit.
Many of us wonder about the power of the
social networks.
They may control which college you get
accepted into or which jobs you get. They are
the way to get connected with your friends
and your favorite celebrities.
For example, on Twitter, there is something called a “follow” option, where you
can follow your friends and celebrities to see
what they are tweeting about. Facebook has

become the most-visited site on the web.
Many people post pictures and vital information about themselves: scandalous photos, videos, posts, where you live, who your
friends are, what school you go to, etc. You
may think that you’re safe with everything
set on private, but you would be surprised
how much information gets out.
A lot of time when people access Facebook
apps, they don’t read the information they’re
giving away.
One app that has become very popular
over Halloween is called “Take this Lollipop,”
created by the makers of JibJab. You know,
the “Elf Yourself” people.
I’ve heard many rumors about this app
and how it’s gotten more hits than any other
app on Facebook.
The JibJab guys made a Facebook app
that would be a good scare for the holiday
and a surprising eye-opener to this reporter.
When you click to accept this app on
Facebook, you will see a screen that asks for
your permission to access this app.
When staring at your screen, on the right
side, there is a small description and an “ok”
button, but on the left, it usually tells you
what information you’re giving to this app.
A lot of times we don’t pay attention to what
information we give and that’s why this app

really is incredible.
I did an experiment with this app and
decided to access “Take this Lollipop.” The
left side of my screen showed I was giving
up my information such as photos, videos,
recent posts and even my news feed.
So, “Take this Lollipop” is based on the
old saying, “never take candy from a stranger.” Once it connects to your Facebook and
loads all your information, an eerie hallway
with a room lit on your right side appears.
Weird music plays and you come into that
room. You encounter a creepy, dirty man on
a computer. He is logging on to Facebook, but
when he goes to the account option, it turns
out he’s hacked your account.
You begin to see your actual news feed
and posts on his computer. Then, he rummages through random photos of you.
He is admiring you, touching the computer screen, when finally he types in whatever
your location is as listed on Facebook on to
MapQuest for directions. You see him driving in a car yelling at random cuts.
He stops his car, gets out and near his
steering wheel is your profile picture. It ends
with a red lollipop with your name underneath. Then, it will take one of your friend’s
names and say, “So and so is next.”
For some people it’s a scary thing to
watch, while others like me either laugh

or enjoy a cheap thrill, especially if you
have a ridiculous profile picture like mine:
“Penelope Tanyt, Amanda’s number 1 fan…..
please.”
What really interests me is how app
creators take all of your information and
incorporate it into one video.
This really speaks to you and makes
you think about what you put on these sites
and who can see your profile. It also makes
you think about what would happen if your
Facebook got hacked. Who’s behind that
computer screen?
I’m pretty sure most people are not cliché
creepy-looking like the man in the video, but
they can act just as frightening. Not only can
they alter your account but also talk to your
friends without you or them even knowing.
Plus, they have access to much of your
information — maybe everything besides
your blood type. If you want to try this app
for the eye-opening experience, to get a bit
scared or even to get a laugh I would recommend it.
You can find this app on takethislollipop.
com. It will really get you thinking.

Monika Bujas, a communications major, is in her
first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

Are Occupy Vigilantes the Voice of a Generation?
With great power comes great irresponsibility

A

fter
graphic
details of
the midn i g h t
police raid
on Zucotti
Park, technically
1
a.m.,
appea red
Jacob Mercer-Pontier on BBC’s
Assistant opinion news website early
editor
T uesday
morning, I couldn’t help but reflect on the
means of self-policing that we justify and
that which we don’t.
It takes a lot of faith in inherent goodness for a society to give people the authority to commit acts of violence simply due to
another person’s beliefs; a power that seems
recently to be more often abused than not.
I have had caped crusaders on the mind
recently and it wasn’t long before my Googling

eye happened to land upon a Halloween photograph of some Occupy Wall Street protesters wearing home-made, original superhero
costumes and carrying onomatopoeic signs
(“Pow” and “Ka Pow”).
With everything from Batman and KickAss to V For Vendetta and The Watchmen,
it’s undeniable that the film industry has
seen a dramatic increase over the past
decade of interest in these costumed defenders of peace, justice and the American way
and it’s not due to America’s renewed passion
for spandex underwear. Rather, it’s an utter
loss of faith in our government by the people
whose voices are just starting to be taken
seriously.
After the McCarthy Red Scare and
Nixon’s involvement in the Watergate scandals, the 20th century was a slippery slope
for American politics, one that made many
Baby Boomers question the lawmakers and
protectors that they had been raised to
believe were the incorruptible paragons of
society.
It wasn’t long before the Boomers began

making babies of their own. These children
were raised by protester parents who understood that the government not only could do
wrong but occasionally did do wrong. This
generation no longer saw politicians as their
friendly neighbors but as the creepy strangers that weren’t necessarily all bad, but were
definitely all strangers.
Now, in the post-Bush era, our generation has been so overexposed to WikiLeaks
and Weiners (yes, even you, Bill) that the
real news is when a politician actually does
something morally commendable to improve
the quality of life for the citizens.
These days, government corruption is
so commonplace in the media it comes as
no surprise that a recent poll revealed only
12 percent of Americans are currently in
support of the U.S. Congress, our stalwart
defenders of liberty and democracy, and have
taken to the streets in protest yet again.
Currently, vigilante justice seems to be
the way the game is played.
We are drawn to these true paragons of
social liberty because many of them aren’t
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much different from you or me, just Average
Joes, fed up with the government abusing
their power for their own benefits and leaving others out in the cold, that got a chance
to make a difference in the world. And while
some of these vigilantes, like Batman, occasionally work with the police, I can see even
that trust is quickly beginning to dissolve.
In the recent days, reports of police brutality towards innocent civilian protestors has
gathered increasing attention due to media
coverage of the Occupy protests around the
country. Pepper spray, tear gas and unprovoked beatings don’t sound like justice; it
sounds like a desperate scramble to regain
slipping control.
With faltering faith in the possibility of a
legitimate government or police force, people
are beginning to realize that they need to
take matters into their own hands instead
of relying on others to solve their problems.

Jacob Mercer-Pontier, an English major, is in his
second year as Assistant Opinion Editor for The
Montclarion.
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America Looks Ahead to a Year at the Races
What will it mean to be president in next year’s elections?

I

t is that
time again,
when political
campaigns start
to rule our
televisions.
Those who
have been
following
know
the
michelle pisarri
election is
columnist
but a year
away and the campaigns are in full swing.
Don’t feel guilty if you have not done your
research on the candidates yet, as some voters will join in on the political races after the
primaries.
All of these GOP debates have me thinking about the political system. What is it
that gets a president elected, especially in
this day and age?
Elections and the way they have been
conducted have evolved over the years and
have become a more intricate process.
Running an election is more than just
making promises, promoting change and
verbalizing political standpoints. It seems
that elections are not just based on the political facts.
A major factor in elections is the media

and television. It has changed the traditional notions about what it means to run in
an election. It is not just a speech here and
there on the radio any more. Politicians are
watched every step of the way.
With media redefining what it means
to run, elections have also become about
appearances, as well as a more thorough
inspection of the individual’s personal life.
If you refer back to your history classes
and recall previous presidential winners in
the pre-television era, just think: would they
have been elected had their election been
today?
For starters, consider FDR. To be straightforward: He was a president in a wheelchair
and most did not know this.
America voted him into office because
they believed in him. In our day and age,
we probably would have dismissed the idea
and claimed he would not be “fit” to be president.
Yet, the first election entering the television era, Kennedy vs. Nixon, set the stage
for presidential appearance. It can be argued
that Kennedy’s charm and good looks greatly
affected the outcome of that 1960s election.
I am not disregarding his political agenda.
However, I am absolutely proclaiming that
the glamorization of a respectively handsome president for all to see had an effect.

One variable that may have never
changed, but is only enhanced by media, is
the need for some people to feel an emotional
connection with their political leader. I feel
this is a valid aspect when choosing a candidate.
Audiences enjoyed Bill Clinton because
he took the approach of being an average
person by trying to be relatable. He was able
to emotionally connect to the voters and they
loved him for it. Other presidents did not
perfect this tactic the way Clinton did.
For others, it is about presentation, how
they look to the crowd. Although this aspect
is a little superficial, it is understandable.
Our president represents the people; he is
the nation’s spokesperson.
Whether you agree with his political
views or not, you were entranced by his
speeches. He had an impeccable way of grabbing your attention and keeping it.
He promoted ideas of change and made
promises but most of all, the media put him
on a pedestal. But what does this mean?
Voters were once accustomed to seeing
presidents in person or listening to Fireside
Chats. Their main focus was to hear nothing
but an emotional voice speaking the straight
notions and facts.
Now, most people look for flawlessness,
a great presenter and a relatable candidate

with whom we can emotionally connect.
Just take a look at Rick Perry, who just
made a blunder in a GOP debate that has
arguably ruined his campaign, and Herman
Cain who is currently facing a possible sex
scandal.
Whether he did it or not is an argument
for another day, but fact of the matter is,
because certain scandals may allude to a
lack of moral compass, it has tainted chances
for election. He may still have loyal followers, but he simply has no shot for the presidency.
What it takes for voters to pick their
president is becoming an elaborate process
and will continue as such.
As we enter a world where what a president wears, from his suit down to the laces
he ties his imported leather shoes with, matters, we will continue to add inconsequential
aspects to the list of presidential requirements.
It is no longer about the bases of political
thought, but about the candidate that can
blur the line between conveying they are
the perfect human but can still remain your
average, relatable person.

Michelle Pisarri, an English major, is in her first year
as a columnist for The Montclarion.

Gobble Up Goodness: Be Thankful on Thursday
A time to be selfless and grateful keeps slipping away

E

very
year on Nov.
1, pumpkins
are thrown
out
and
the
blowup ghosts,
black cats
and witches
are packed
KELYN BORTZ
away.
Seemingly
Columnist
o v e r n i g ht ,
mall entrances are framed with green and
red, stores have garland hanging everywhere and Christmas gifts are already in
stock and being forced in our faces. But what
happened to Thanksgiving?
Many of us remember coloring in pictures
of pilgrims and Native Americans, drawing
hand turkeys and watching the parade on
TV.
Most of us also know the origins of
Thanksgiving: the pilgrims landed in
America, the Native Americans befriended
them and helped them grow crops and they

celebrated this new friendship (that lasted a
very short time) and a good harvest in a big
feast of “thanks” giving.
Thanksgiving is one day out of the year
where, instead of being selfish and “too
busy” to do anything, we can acknowledge
everything we have.
We have two days off from school to spend
time with the people we love and let them
know they are appreciated. So why does
Thanksgiving go unnoticed each year? Why
don’t we see cut out turkeys filling up malls
with red, yellow and orange decorations
instead of the green and red two months in
advance?
The first answer is simple: it is not a
profitable holiday for businesses. Sure, we
buy turkeys and cards, but we don’t really
buy gifts for each other. The only businesses
that makes money off this holiday are supermarkets.
Retail stores hate this. So, naturally, they
pretend Thanksgiving doesn’t exist. Instead,
they bypass it altogether and skip right to
Christmas, much to our wallet’s surprise. 		
They even found a way to make people

look forward to the end of Thanksgiving:
Black Friday. Thousands line up outside
stores before midnight to fight each other to
every sale table they can get their hands on.
Now we have to deal with holiday music
the day after Halloween and the extravagant advertisements forcing us to decide on
gifts two months in advance. By the time
Christmas rolls around, we are sick of it and
can’t wait for Dec. 26.
Moreover, most Montclair students don’t
have much of a Thanksgiving weekend. Yes,
we have Thursday and Friday off, but professors still load us up with essays, projects and
other coursework that they want the Monday
we get back so we don’t “get lazy.”
I’m sorry, but I thought a break meant
having little homework to do.
Even if we have a homework break, a
majority of us are still working on assignments due within the final weeks of the
semester.
The month of November flashes by in a
second, pushing students to rush to finish
(or start) the massive amount of work due
by Dec. 15 while simultaneously studying

for exams. Thanksgiving, a time meant to
relax and melt into the couch after eating
too much, sadly falls three weeks before students’ deadlines and is forgotten in the rush
to finish the semester.
The hectic traffic, the constant rush of people and the pushy elbows are enough to deal
with during the month before Christmas.
Is it really necessary to stretch it out an
extra month?
Don’t we deserve to take a breather
after the constant stress and never- ending
coursework from the previous two and a half
months?
Thanksgiving used to be a time to appreciate what we have and now we don’t even
take the time to do that.
We just move right onto a holiday based
on materialism, concerned more with what
we give and receive rather than the origin.
Have we lost the last piece of sanity (and
gratefulness) that we had left?

Kelyn Bortz, a broadcasting major, is in her first year
as a columnist for The Montclarion.

THE MONTCLARION MAILBAG
To the Editor:
In response to points raised by XX
Femvolution: MSU in its letter of Nov. 10
concerning whether a student’s so-called
“First Amendment rights” would be violated
if The Montclarion chose not to publish the
offensive and insulting drivel that passed for
informed writing and perceptive opinion in
“What Turns Girls on The Most” (BTW, why
are women in college, who can serve in the
military, referred to as “girls”?), the answer
is a resounding and unequivocal NO!
In teaching journalism at MSU for 22
years, I have found great and continuing
misunderstanding of the First Amendment.
Students think it guarantees them the right
to have their comments published in The
Montclarion (or The New York Times, for
that matter), regardless of editors’ judgments, space, editorial policy, literacy, intemperate language or views or any of dozens of
other editorial decisions the paper (or any
paper) is free to make. WRONG!
Here’s what the First Amendment says in
its entirety as the first of the 10 amendments
to the U.S. Constitution that constitute the

Bill of Rights:
“Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.”
In other words, Congress shall not abridge
the freedom of the press. Note that while the
amendment says “Congress” when it was
adopted in 1791, meaning the federal government, in 1925 the U.S. Supreme Court
held in Gitlow v. New York that this also
would apply to state and local governments.
This can also be construed to mean that the
MSU administration, being, of course part
of the state government, cannot limit The
Montclarion any more than Washington can
control The Times.
(Some years back, under a prior, less-enlightened MSU administration, a misguided
administrator seized copies so that alumni
at Homecoming would not see what she felt
was a controversial article. As adviser, I

immediately put the editors in touch with
a First Amendment lawyer, and after an
enlightening, if somewhat tense, meeting,
the administration restored the papers and
understood the limits of its authority.)
So, the First Amendment protects the
press’s right to publish without government
interference, as in totalitarian countries
or dictatorships. It does not say that all
opinions have to be represented, and, least
of all, that all outside contributions have to
be accepted (just imagine, for instance, how
many hundreds of letters to the editor The
Times must reject daily or weekly).
The First Amendment relates to legal
rights of the press, not to the rights of contributors. Their submissions can be rejected, edited, shortened or buried back with the
help-wanted ads.
So students or readers are about as far off
base as Albert Pujols calling for a hit-andrun when they stomp around and threaten
editors, “If you don’t run this, you’ve violating my First Amendment rights to free
speech.” Sorry, you’ve got no case.

The Montclarion Mailbag Policy

Now journalistic quality is a different
matter. Yes, a paper is free of government
interference. It can publish what it likes.
But it also can be held liable for libel if someone (not the government!) chooses to sue it
on legitimate grounds. Just because it can
publish something does not mean that in
terms of good journalism, ethics, balance,
fairness, accuracy and many other criteria, it should. That was obviously the case
with the degenerate column, for which The
Montclarion has made informed and contrite
mea culpa.
So, by all means, readers, speak up. Call
the editor. Organize letter-writing campaigns. Boycott the paper. Picket its offices.
Start your own. But do not misguidedly
claim that your First Amendment rights are
being violated.

Sincerely,
Prof. Ron Hollander
Journalism/Jewish American Studies

All letters must be typed via e-mail and be submitted to The Montclarion by Monday at 9 p.m. Once received, letters or comments are the property of The
Montclarion and Montelican Publishing, Inc. and may be edited for length, content, profanity and libel. No submissions will be printed unless they include the
author’s name, year and major for students, the author’s name and title for non-students or a username for online comments. Only one letter or comment by an
author will be printed each month. Letters and comments must pertain to issues addressed by Montclarion articles that occured in the previous print issue..
Letters or comments that advertise for a business or website will not be printed. Letters must be submitted through e-mail as Microsoft Word documents to
msuopinion@gmail.com.
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Modern Warfare 3:
A prestigious new addition
Craig McCarthy
Web Editor
In one day it generated
$400 million, breaking the record for a video game release
— a record held by its predecessor, Call of Duty: Black Ops
at $360 million. The Infinity
Ward sequel to the series (every year Treyarch and Infinity Ward take turns designing the game under the same
“Call of Duty” name) brings us
back to modern warfare without zombies — sadly, that’s
not modern times, I guess.
Yet, more importantly, while
6.5 million people have bought
Call of Duty: Modern Warfare
3, let’s discuss the multi-player section of the game, because
honestly, who plays a video
game alone anymore? We
want to prestige and prestige
so we can brag to our friends.
So starting with that, there
are 10 levels of prestige comprised of 80 levels each to
kill through. Every time
you hit that mark and reset
your classes with a gamer
sigh but a virtual high five
from your Internet friends,
you get a prestige token.
These tokens unlock certain benefits and incentives
to keep prestiging, like extra custom classes, double
XP for two hours (in-game
time), double weapon XP and
my favorite, choose one item
that’s unlocked permanently.
The last one might make a
gamer cry if they ever clicked
this by accident; reset all
stats, which resets every-

Photo courtesy of Kotaku.

Modern Warfare 3 features more balanced multiplayer than before.
thing, including your prestige
level — still not sure why that
would be appealing though.
And bonus for those of you
who have already done your
duty and prestiged — you
start with a prestige token.
This time we get 16 levels to
scurry through our 800 levels
of life-consuming game play,
opposed to the 14 that was released with Black Ops — except Nuke Town was so much
fun I’d count that twice at
least. The problem is that they
are very similar. They are no
real game-defining maps and
it seems one class can get you
through every scenario, as long
as that class has a fully auto-

matic weapon or a shotgun.
Each level-one turn after
another makes it necessary to
have perks such as sleight of
hand, quick draw and stalker
invaluable. To not get into all
the perks, I have to mention
that hardline pro with a bonus kill towards a kill streak
with two assists and overkill
where you can equip two primary weapons is an awesome
addition to the COD world.
The guns are, sad to say,
pretty standard because it is
replicating modern firearms.
However, there are some cool
additions to the way you equip
your boom sticks. Instead of
Black Ops’ monetary system

of adding attachments to your
guns, they must be used in
battle to level them up. They
can go up to level 30 unlocking new perks, for guns only,
like hardened, multiple attachments and less recoil
to name a few. This is also
how attachments and camouflage are made available.
Again, to not delve into
every attachment, the hybrid
scope might be my new favorite attachment on the Scar-L.
The scope starts as an ACOG,
but if you press up on the Dpad it flips it over to a red dot
— pretty cool, right? Now if
only I had a level large enough
to use an ACOG scope on. And

the heartbeat sensor is back
for all you corner campers.
Overall, I’d say the game is
solid — well, for the important
parts, since I haven’t jumped
into the campaign yet. I think
Infinity Ward is really relying
on the map packs expansion
since they pushed the elite
edition, with free map packs
all year, which makes me weary of trusting game designers.
My $60 doesn’t seem enough
anymore, plus the Xbox Live
fees, but as of now I think it’s a
good enough game to scoop up
the first map pack expansion. I
give it four kills and one assist.
4.5 out of 5 Headshots

Bling, Brawls and Baby Mommas
A look at Love and Hip-Hop season two
Rashard Bradshaw
Staff Writer
The second season of VH1’s
Love and Hip Hop aired Monday, Nov. 14 and if you saw
the preview you know that
this season was going to start
off with a huge bang. Season
two picks up where season
one left off with the returning
cast members Chrissy Lampkin, who has been dating rapper Jim Jones for the past six
years, singer Olivia Longott;
Emily Bustamente, who has
been in a “relationship” with
rapper Fabolous and aspiring rapper Somaya Reece.
Some new additions to the
cast are Kimbella Vanderhee,
mother of rapper Juelz Santana’s son, and Yandy Smith,
who is Jim Jones’ manager.
The show is all about testing
the limits of love and with such
a juicy cast, I knew season two
wasn’t going to disappoint.
The show does a great job of
chronicling the imperfections
and misconceptions that come
with dating someone who is
successful in the music industry as well as the struggle to
break into the business. We
find Chrissy, who shocked everyone at the end of season
one when she proposed to Jim
Jones, purchasing a replacement engagement ring for the
rapper after he lost it. You
can’t help but feel for Chrissy.
She has been committed to Jim
for six years and is ready to
settle down, but Jim is showing no signs of giving up his
bad boy ways. Chrissy doesn’t
know how much longer she
can play this game with him,

Love and Hip-Hop or lost in hip-hop?
and who can really blame her?
Chrissy would have to be
the protagonist of the series
and no protagonist is complete
without some villainous antagonist to burst their bubble;
this entity is embodied in the
form of Nancy Jones — yes,
Jim Jones’ mother. Nancy
Jones, nicknamed Momma
Jones, is not too thrilled with
Chrissy and Jim’s relationship. She was not excited
when Chrissy proposed to him
and decided to vent like a true
artist by recording a rap video
about it. When a preview of
the track was uploaded on the
infamous website worldstarhiphop.com, Chrissy and Jim
were mortified. Jim is stuck
between a rock and a hard

place; he has to choose between his mother and his lover,
which is not an easy decision.
Singer Olivia is also having a hard time. She is trying
to get a major record deal and
is working with her manager
to pump some life back into
her career. Known for singing
backup for G-Unit, Olivia is finally ready to make a name for
herself as a talented writer and
vocalist but many big name
labels feel her 15 minutes
of fame has come to an end.
Emily finally decides to gain
her independence from her on
again off again “relationship”
with Fabolous. The two have
a son together and Emily is finally ready to stand on her own
two feet. She decides to throw

Photo courtesy of realitytea.com

a party to celebrate her new
state of mind and Yandy decides to bring Kimbella to help
incorporate her into the group.
Things quickly heat up
when Kimbella decides to
share that she also dated Fabolous. The situation begins to
boil over when Emily points
out that Kimbella was dating Fabolous around the time
she was pregnant with their
son. Chrissy cannot believe
how uncompassionate Kimbella is to share that information, considering the time and
place. No one was prepared
for what Chrissy did next.
Suddenly she began to punch,
kick and stomp Kimbella as
people watched in shock. Kimbella is rushed out of the room

after touching up her makeup
and the episode ends. Episode
two is definitely something
not to be missed —Watch it
on VH1 on Nov. 21 at 9 p.m.

For more
reviews
including
“Plaza Suite”
check out
themontclarion.
org
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Stage Door
Department of Theatre and Dance

Edna Ferber and
George S. Kaufman
Directed by Susan Kerner
By

Edna Ferber and George S. Kaufman’s
hilarious 1936 love letter to life onstage!

Alexander Kasser Theater
/PW rQN
/PWrQNQN
/PWrQN

Department Of Theatre And Dance

Works-A-Foot

2011
Nancy Lushington
and Lori Katterhenry

The MSU Dance Division’s first show of the season is a
must-see event featuring choreography by world-renowned
director and choreographer Bill T. Jones and Spider-Man Turn
off the Dark choreographer Chase Brock!

/PW %FDrQN
%FDrQN]%FDrQN

Memorial Auditorium

Photo: Montclair State University/Mike Peters.

Artistic Directors

973-655-5112 | www.peakperfs.org
*Undergraduate students at MSU receive one ticket at no additional charge to every event through the Performing Arts Fee with their valid student I.D.
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A Man of Secrets, Virtues and Flaws
DiCaprio delivers a solid performance in J. Edgar
Ken Macri
Staff Writer
J. Edgar Hoover was the face of law
enforcement in America for nearly 50
years, a man we know for his undisputed authority and rugged persona,
who captured criminals and created a
new precedent for their prosecution.
Clint Eastwood is more concerned with
Hoover’s life behind closed doors, a life
filled with scandalous action and surprising intimacy. These secrets would’ve
certainly destroyed Hoover’s career, but
they were kept so well-guarded that J.
Edgar continued to be feared and admired throughout his entire career.
Under the administrations of Coolidge,
Herbert Hoover, Roosevelt, Truman,
Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson and
Nixon, he was, many believed, the second most powerful man in government.
Unfortunately, he is now remembered by some as a man who loved
his male assistant, Clyde Tolson, and
dressed in women’s clothing. This
theory has never been completely
verified, but Eastwood tackles it as
though he has warranted justification.
I admire Eastwood’s complex anecdote, filled with heartbreak and
humiliation, but much of the film is
pure speculation, speculation that
paints Hoover in a negative and
discomforting light without attesting to enough of his positive virtues.
“When morals decline and good
men do nothing, evil flourishes.” “A
society unwilling to learn from the
past is doomed. We must never for-

Leonardo DiCaprio delivers a fantastic performance as J. Edgar Hoover.
get our history.” These lines are
Edmund Burke’s, but DiCaprio’s
Hoover speaks them with such devotion that they seem like his own.
J. Edgar Hoover was a good man
who fought evil and changed the state
of criminality in America for years
to come. He lived in a society which
learned from its past, and under unrelenting leadership stopped evil
and took back the streets of America.

Overall, the film is structured as a
drifting narrative, constantly shifting between Hoover’s early days at
the FBI and the final years of his life,
at which point various typists transcribe an autobiography he’s dictating.
He recounts the major cases he personally oversaw, including the Palmer Raids, the kidnapping and death
of Charles Lindbergh’s baby and the
gangster wars of the early 1930s.
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There is much that can be praised
here, from DiCaprio and Armie Hammer’s brilliant work, to the clever use
of James Cagney’s The Public Enemy
to a reserved musical score. The film
is not perfect, though, because there
is so much that can’t be explained
and the aesthetics threaten to outweigh the actual substance of the film.
Ken’s Rating:
4 out of 5 stars

Bad Girls Get Brutal

The gloves come off in lively reunion episode

Priscilla explodes on set after Angelic calls her out.
Rashard Bradshaw
Staff Writer
My appetite for high-energy antics
cooked bad girls style was satisfied on
Nov. 14 when part two of season seven’s reunion show aired on Oxygen.
Part one, which aired lasted week,
was absolutely out of order; there was
cursing, hair pulling and Perez Hilton in a kilt, so I knew part two was
going to be just as explosive. I was
pleased when I realized Hilton kept a
bullhorn handy because this pack of
bad girls has been prone to get rowdy.
This half of the reunion show
delved into more bad girls’ drama and the various unsettled
beefs amongst the housemates.
The tension between Nastasia and
Tasha was quickly deflated when Tasha
backed down after Nastasia called her
out on all her trash talk. This was expected since Tasha is more bark than
bite. Perez added fuel to this already

blazing fire when he asked Priscilla
and Tasha whether they were scared of
Nastasia, who was portrayed as the big
dog in the house. Priscilla and Tasha
were both unfazed by Natasia. Priscilla
even went further to say that the bigger
they are, the harder they fall, though
the two didn’t come to blows on set.
Cheyenne would have to be the
most unconventional bad girl in the
entire series, but she was definitely
not immune to making some waves in
the already-stormy state of the house.
Her comment of not wanting to only
attend black clubs that were ghetto
during the season had many people assuming she was racist. After reviewing
the footage during the reunion show
she realized that she should have been
more conscious of her word choice.
Perez asked Cheyenne if she thought
she was boring and if I was in the audience, I would have screamed, “Cheyenne
you better not tell a lie on national TV!”
Okay, I take that back. Cheyenne may

Photo courtesy of Oxygen.com

not be boring but she definitely did not
fit the “bad girl” mold. Out of all the bad
girls in history, I would say Cheyenne’s
presence was the most disposable.
Another bad girl whose mouth landed them into hot water time and time
again was the always classy Tasha
who had a nasty habit of using a homophobic slur which offended Shelly.
To make matters worse, Tasha and
Priscilla modified this offensive word
to add some comedic flair to the insult. Perez Hilton was not too amused
with the two’s newly-invented homophobic slur or Tasha’s strict Christian views regarding homosexuality.
Tasha and Priscilla seemed to
have formed their own loyal pact
that isolated Shelly from the group.
The two felt that during the show
Shelly was too “gay” and the way she constantly reminisced about her girlfriend,
who was recently deployed to Iraq, and
calling them cutesy nicknames like
“baby” became annoying and unsavory.

Since the season wrapped, there
has apparently been some “she said/
she said” via twitter that had some
bad girls’ feathers in the bunch. Angelic, the flip-flopper of the bunch,
had a bone to pick with Priscilla,
who she felt was jealous of her.
Priscilla was completely unbothered by Angelic but wasn’t backing down to prove why she was the
heavyweight champion in the house.
The two came to blows but it
ended just as quickly as it began.
Perez wanted to touch on the lack
of sex that occurred during the season, which I thought was hilarious.
Judi was an exception, considering she’d had at least three one night
stands which turned Shelly, Tasha
and Priscilla’s stomach inside out.
Judi wasn’t too sure why they were
concerned with her, but thanked them
for making her the star of the season.
Perez debuted a preview of Nastasia’s rap video, which completely
threw me and half the housemates
off. We also got the chance to revisit what Hilton labeled the biggest
fight in bad girls’ history; the death
match that put Judi against Priscilla.
This feud literally began over spilt
milk when Judi decided to pour a pot
of cereal and milk on Priscilla during her somber slumber. Judi’s intentions were to get Priscilla so angry
to the point where she would hit her
and get kicked out, but Judi had no
idea of the magnitude of pain Priscilla was going to lay down on her face.
Judi received a busted lip and
scratches and was leaking blood so
graphically it finally hit me of how violent the state of reality TV had become.
I thought that it was interesting
that many of the housemates put
themselves through all the fights,
drama and humiliation to help further themselves in their future aspirations; Priscilla and Tasha are
coming out with a clothing line and
Cheyenne is developing a jewelry line.
While I do see how being on the Bad
Girls Club would be great exposure,
I’m not too sure if dealing with all that
drama would be worth it; however, it
does add some spice to a Monday night.
Be on the lookout foe season
eight’s premiere in early 2012.
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The Montclarion will not be having
an issue next week. The next issue
will be on December 1st, 2011

The staff wishes everyone a

Safe and Fun Break
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Field Hockey Finishes Season with Loss to Salisbury
Red Hawks end the 2011 season with 19-3 record
Nick Verhagen
Assistant Sports Editor

later, Fusco lined up for a penalty stroke
and gave the Sea Gulls a 4-2 lead with
her third goal of the game. This is the
third time that the Red Hawks have
reached the second round of the NCAA
Tournament. The two other times came
in 2003 and 2005.
The Red Hawks have had an amazing
season this year. MSU went 17-1 (5-1
NJAC) during the regular season with
their only loss being handed to them by
the Lions of The College of New Jersey.
The Red Hawks finished in second in
the NJAC Conference and advanced to
the NJAC Tournament. The Red
Hawks beat the Rowan Profs in
OT to advance to the finals where
they fell to the Lions for the second time by a score of 2-0.
The Red Hawks received an
at-large bid into the NCAA
Tournament where they planned
on proving that they were not
going to go down without a fight.
Both of MSU’s games in this year’s
playoffs were very close games. In
their win against Rhodes College,
the Red Hawks won 3-2 after
going into two overtime periods.
Even the loss to Salisbury could have
gone either way.
The Red Hawks set two program
records this season. MSU won 14 straight
games to set the school record for the
best start in a season. Later in the year,
the Red Hawks set the program record
for most wins in a regular season with 17
wins.

The Red Hawks’ record-breaking season unfortunately came to an end after a
tough 4-2 loss to Salisbury College in the
second round of the NCAA Tournament
on Saturday, Nov. 12.
Both teams played very well; the
Sea Gulls simply outperformed the Red
Hawks. Statistically, the match was not
very one-sided. The Red Hawks took
eight shots and had four on goal. The Sea
Gulls took 13 shots with nine on target.
Salisbury took a very early
lead with the first goal being
scored not even five minutes in by
Kristina Fusco. The Red Hawks
came back 16 minutes later to tie
the game at 1-1 thanks to a goal
by junior forward Michelle Hagel.
Hagel was assisted by sophomore
forward Brittany Carroll. The Sea
Gulls went into the half up 2-1
with the go-ahead goal coming
in the 33rd minute. Fusco was
awarded her second goal of the
game.
In the 45th minute of the game,
sophomore midfielder Jennifer Tafro tied
the game for the second time with an
unassisted goal. Just as things were
starting to look good for the Red Hawks,
the Sea Gulls took a 3-2 lead two minutes
later on an unassisted goal by Caitlin
Walker.
MSU continued to keep the game as close
as possible but to no avail. 15 minutes

Red Hawks
2
Sea Gulls
4

Men’s Soccer

Kendall Zoppa| The Montclarion

The Field Hockey team set two program records this season. They broke the
record for longest win streak (14) and most regular season wins (17).
Thankfully, the Red Hawks have built
a very successful, young team. Defenders
Kelly Churchill, Chelsea Keelen, Molly
Hartman and forward Devin McNamara
are the only seniors on the team. The four

players combined for 18 goals and eight
assists. McNamara had 16 goals and five
assists, Keelen had two goals and one
assist and Churchill and Hartman both
had one assist each.

Continued from page 24

and second of the game.
“The team is starting to click and
work very well together. We feel very
confident after this game, and I feel that
we still have our best soccer to come,”
said coach Tumelty. “I have been saying
all year that big players step up in big
situations and that is exactly what happened tonight.”
Entering the third round of the NCAA

tournament, Montclair is set to face
Neumann College this Saturday. The
Knights are coming off their biggest
win of the season in which they toppled
Messiah College, one of the nation’s
premier soccer programs and last year’s
national champions. This win marked
the first loss that Messiah had on their
home field since 2001.
With an energized Neumann soccer

team, the Red Hawks will have a lot to
deal with this Saturday but are confident
that they will take another step towards
making history.
“Coming into camp we had two goals:
winning the NJAC and winning a national championship,” said coach Tumelty.
“We fell just short of winning the NJAC
but still have a chance to do something
really special for this school. I keep tell-

ing the guys it’s like a new season and we
have a chance to make history, so go out
and do it.”
Each team is coming off an emotional
victory and is prepared for the upcoming
match. With tensions building, the match
is guaranteed to be a grind throughout
and will take place at Amherst College in
Massachusetts this Saturday.

megabus.com
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“Joe Pa” legend proves to be myth after controversy forces icon from power
Jay Hrina
Assistant Sports Editor

Jerry Sandusky’s retirement package
from Penn State must have put him on
Cloud Nine. He was given his own office
across from the football stadium, a lot of
money, his own place in Penn State history and roughly a dozen little boys to
boot.
“I shouldn’t have showered with those
kids.”
Bart Simpson could give his longest,
and most accentuated “duh” and it still
wouldn’t be enough to emphasize how
stupid and idiotic that statement was,
much less how evil the Penn State football program has become. The Death Star
is microscopic compared to how hideous
these acts of aggression, violence and
violation are. These “acts” are atrocious
and all of this could have been handled
properly over a decade ago when news
first broke in 1999.
But instead of having Joe Paterno’s
final home game, or his monumental
career being broken down by a video
tribute, his life has to revolve around
a judge, a case against one of his best
friends and a crime that is disgustingly
worse than all others. Though I wouldn’t
have said any of this three weeks ago, I
can confidently and gladly say that Joe
Paterno deserves every second of hell
he’s going to go through for the rest of his
life.
Did Joe commit the crime? Obviously
not, but when someone comes up to you
and informs you that your defensive coordinator is sexually violating 10-year-old
children, your response should be nothing short of rage, fury and a call to your
local police station (that’s conveniently
on the Penn State campus).
Jerry was one of Paterno’s good
friends, and the Nittany Lion community
is strong and loyal, to say the least. The
program had been going strong in the 45
years Paterno was coaching it. Football
on that campus became a necessity that
fell just short of becoming a brand name
and becoming larger than the college
community itself (though that can be
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Joe Paterno has the most wins in collegiate football history with 409 wins. Paterno was head coach of the Nittany Lions for
46 years before being fired on Nov. 8, 2011.
argued after all of the fires and riots that
ensued the night of his firing).
I’m not sure if it was Paterno’s attempt
to save the “good” name of
his football program, or to
save the university from
falling into a void that would
have been created had someone had come
forward and told the police what had
happened, but the negative publicity
that would have followed would have
been nowhere near as high on the Richter
scale as it is now.
Was Paterno going to take the knowledge of Sandusky’s child fetish to his
grave?
It was evident that Paterno was the
face of this football team and the university. Upon his retirement, less-thanstellar recruits would have showed up
to Penn State and attendance may have

dropped because such an iconic figure
would be missing, but the backlash that
this controversy has caused is going to
hurt Penn State even more
than it would have earlier.
It’s one thing to be afraid of
attending a school because of
a shooting, but it’s another to not want to
attend a university because its employees are sexual predators.
None of these facts, however, touch
the underlying issue: that Joe Paterno’s
priority list was skewed to the point
where the purity of his football program
was placed in front of the well-being of
a child. A person who can’t fully grasp
what is happening to them and a person
that can’t defend themselves was being
taken advantage of by a grown “man”
(“basket case” is a better adjective).
A man that nearly every sports fan

Opinion

looked up to, adored and respected and
a man that coaches wished to replicate
has been washed away by his insanity
and the inhumane behavior of all of those
involved in this situation.
These men thought of themselves as
immortal. They could do as they pleased,
say what they wished and could act in
such a way that would get them fired/
arrested in any other job. They took
their Penn State football pride and hid
behind the angelic sanctuary that is
Beaver Stadium. Unless you’re the only
person who knows, there is a chance the
information can get out. They thought
they were above all of it; how could the
great Coach Paterno be blamed and held
accountable for such any evil act? He’s
like a saint.
Well, the answer to that question, Joe,
is developing right in front of you.

Red Hawks Red Hot with Weekend Sweep
MSU Hockey dominates Bryant University and Boston College to reach 7-2-1 record
Steve Ricci
Staff Writer

The MSU ice hockey team received
goals from six different players and goalie Kevin Fox made 64 saves to complete a sweep against Bryant
University and Boston College
last weekend. Montclair (7-2-1)
beat Bryant University (5-4-1)
on Saturday, Nov. 12 5-3 and
Boston College (8-2) 3-2.
MSU’s Tyler Timek scored
two goals and assistant John
Tully scored a last-minute second goal in the first to help
the Red Hawks get by Bryant
University. The Bulldogs came
out of the gate fast and scored
just 1:18 into the first period.
The rest of the period was back
and forth and very physical, with the
Red Hawks ending up with six penalty
minutes and the Bulldogs with four.
With the period winding down, Timek
scored his first goal of the game with
1:21 remaining in the first. With just
five seconds remaining in the
first period, Tully put one in
the back of the net to give the
Red Hawks a 2-1 lead after the
first.
Montclair came into the second period with momentum
and they capitalized. Two goals
were scored in the second period, both by MSU. Goals were
scored by Joe Redmon at 8:56
and John Talamo at 5:56. After
being shorthanded for less than
a minute, Timek scored shorthanded for his second of the
game and gave Montclair a 5-1 lead.
“Scoring two goals in a game is great and
even better when we come away with the
[win],” Timek said, “but we’ve got another
game tomorrow so I have to stay focused
and get back out there tomorrow.”
After the shorthanded goal and a
comfortable 5-1 lead, the Red Hawks
made a goalie change by taking out
Fox and inserting Joe Fede. Bryant
University later capitalized on a penalty

by Abaunza when Harry Jaquith scored
his second goal of the game on the power
play. Thomas Lindquist took an interference penalty at the 6:49 mark, and the
Bulldogs’ Tyler Scanlon put the puck
in the back of the net just four seconds
later. Fox recorded 27 saves on 28 shots
and Joe Fede stopped 11 of 13.
On Sunday, Nov. 13, Montclair
took the ice against Boston
College. Captain Doug Kubek
and Abaunza both recorded a
goal and an assist in the 3-2
win over the Eagles. The Red
Hawks (7-2-1) only mustered 22
shots on goal while the Eagles
(8-2) had 39 against goalie Fox,
who stopped 37 of those and
had a save percentage of .949.
For a second straight night,
the Red Hawks gave up an early
goal when Boston College’s Jon
Rather scored on a power play just 1:55
into the game. The penalty that the
Eagles scored on was given to Cody Inglis
for holding. After a hooking call against
the Eagles, Kubek scored on the power
play on a pass from Abaunza at 14:57.
Abaunza gave the Red
Hawks the lead going into the
first intermission when he
scored off a pass from Tully at
5:50. The score remained the
same after the second period
and in the third period Cody
Inglis stopped the scoring
drought with a goal from Joe
Redmond and Kubek at 13:52 to
give the Red Hawks a 3-1 lead.
At 3:28, the Eagles’ Cody King
scored to cut the lead down to
3-2 and that score would hold
up, securing the win for the Red
Hawks.
“The win is always nice and so is a goal
and an assist but these early goals have
to stop,” said Kubek. “But we’re playing
tough and we have to keep battling.”
Montclair State returns to the ice this
weekend when they match up against
New York University on Saturday,
Nov. 19 at 9 p.m. and the University of
Maryland, Baltimore County on Sunday,
Nov. 20 at 2:20 p.m.

Red Hawks
5
Bulldogs
3

Red Hawks
3
Eagles
2

Sarah Sachais | The Montclarion

Freshman forward Joseph Redmon currently has four goals and four assists this
season. He has the third most points on the team.
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Women’s Basketball Starts off Season with a Bang
Theresa Towns helps lead Red Hawks in dramatic win over Royals
Raheem Thomas
Staff Writer

To describe the season opener of the
Red Hawks contest against the University
of Scranton (0-1) Royals as a nail biter
would be an understatement. Montclair
State University’s women’s basketball
team was victorious Tuesday night, Nov.
15 at the Panzer Athletic Center in a
down-to-the-wire game ending 57-55.
The Red Hawks (1-0) were powered
by an inside-outside combo
attack from sophomore guard
Theresa Towns and freshman
forward Melissa Tobie. Towns
finished with a game-high 20
points, two of which would be
the game-winning scores. She
also finished with five rebounds
and two steals. Junior guard
Michelle Montagna was a force
in the paint, scoring 16 points
and grabbing nine rebounds.
After a dismal first half
marked by tough defense and
poor shooting, the score was
knotted up at 24-24. The Red
Hawks came out of the locker
room reenergized with a newfound attack as they took the
lead scoring the first eight
points in the second half. The
momentum continued throughout the second half with seven lead
changes as neither team was able to pull
away.
With the game deadlocked at 53-53
with only 1:09 remaining, Towns stepped
to the line and sank two free throws to
give the Red Hawks a 2-point advantage.
Scranton soon responded by tying the
game at 55-55 with just 48 seconds to

play. With under a minute left and the
crowd on the edges of their seats, the
game came down to a single play in which
Towns grabbed an offensive rebound off
teammate Jamie Ericson and answered
with a layup to take the lead with 18
seconds remaining on the clock. Scranton
guard Katherine Torto attempted to tie
the game but was flanked by a stellar
Montclair defensive effort, allowing the
Red Hawks to come out victorious.
After the game, when asked about her
game-winning basket after securing the
offensive rebound, the only thing racing
through Towns’ mind was “don’t blow it,”
she said. She certainly did not.
Towns attributed the team’s
win to preseason preparation
and cohesiveness: “As a team,
we prepared together throughout the preseason and in the
second half we had to dictate
the tempo and play our style of
basketball,” she said.
The Red Hawks had a tremendous defensive effort as they
amassed 10 steals and forced
the Royals into committing 20
turnovers. Montclair also held
Scranton to 15.4 percent from
the 3-point line after a lackluster two-for-13 shooting effort.
Scranton was led by Alison
Sweeney and Katherine Torto,
who scored 11 and 12 points,
respectively.
The theme of teamwork and
cohesiveness seems to be prevalent amongst the whole team. “We’re so
in sync with one another and everyone
is always on the same page,” freshman Melissa Tobie said. Tobie and company will look to improve their record
when they face off against Regis College
in the Eastern Connecticut Tip-Off in
Willimantic, Conn. on Saturday, Nov. 19
at 7:30 p.m.

Red Hawks
57

Royals
55

Football
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Theresa Towns taking one of her four free throws during the Red Hawks’ 57-55
over the Royals on Tuesday, Nov. 15.

Continued from page 24

MSU went
8-2 (7-2
NJAC) and
finished in
second place
to the Kean
University
Cougars
(9-1, 8-1
NJAC) during the 2011
season

Keegan had an 80-yard kick return
called back because of a penalty, but
otherwise had a productive day with
76 total return yards and 11 yards
receiving on two receptions.
“[Dan] has a tremendous knack
for returning kicks,” coach Giancola
said, flaunting his ability to read
the field and hit a hole. “He’s just
as good a receiver as he is a kick
returner.”
Overall, Giancola said it was
“a disappointing season. We had
higher goals, higher expectations,
we just came up short. We’re all
upset.”

Staff Photo By
Andrew Mears

The Red Hawks finished the
2011 regular season with an 8-2
record overall and a 7-2 record in
the NJAC conference, second place
behind Kean University.
Four players were also recently
named to the Co-SIDA/Capital One
Academic All-District Team: Tom
Fischer, senior offensive lineman
Dan Litz, junior offensive lineman Doug Pannone and sophomore cornerback Andrey Green.
Requirements for this award
include a 3.3 GPA and a significant starting or reserve role on the
team.

MSU Welcomes Four New Names into Athletic Hall of Fame
Schoenig, Popes, Romanko and Kelly make up 2011 induction class
Ryan Fanning
Staff Writer

Montclair State’s Athletic Department
inducted four new members to its Hall
of Fame last Thursday night, Nov. 10.
This year’s class included baseball coach
Norm Schoenig, women’s soccer goalie
Stephanie Romanko, football lineman
Kevin Kelly and field hockey forward
Laura Popes.
Schoenig is the second active coach to
be inducted behind football’s head coach
Rick Giancola. Coach Schoenig started
his coaching career at Montclair State in
the winter of 1988, taking over a team
that had just won the NCAA Division III
national championship the previous season. 		
Schoenig was determined to continue
the winning tradition in the coming years
after a rocky finish in his first season.
“As I found out after year one, we set
the all-time record for losses in 1988 with
20; fortunately the next year we set the
record for wins,” said Schoenig. 		
Just six years after becoming head
coach, Schoenig led Montclair to its second national championship, sweeping
their opponent in the 1993 World Series.
Soon after Schoenig led his team to
two more NJAC titles and four NCAA
Tournaments, and in 1997 he passed
Bill Dioguardi as the all-time winningest
coach in program history. Three years
later, he managed the greatest season in
Montclair State baseball history as his
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Norm Schoenig, Laura Popes, Stephanie Romanko and Kevin Kelly are the four most recent inductees into the Montclair
State University Athletic Hall of Fame.
team finished with a 42-7-1 record, which
broke the single season record for wins.
Schoenig, who has told his team over
the years to “play hard from the first pitch
to the last pitch,” has guided Montclair
State baseball to five NJAC championships, seven NCAA regional titles, 17
regional tournament appearances and

seven NCAA Division III World Series
appearances. He was also the first coach
in NJAC history to win 300 conference
games, with a total of 681 wins so far
with winning percentage of 65 percent.
Also inducted was Stephanie Romanko,
the women’s soccer goalie from 19992003. Romanko started in goal as a fresh-

man and never missed a game in her four
year career at Montclair. With her 7,842
minutes, she set an NCAA Division III
record for minutes played. “I never wanted to come out, so no matter what the
circumstances were, whether an injury, I
Hall of Fame Continued on Page 23

Men’s Basketball 2011 Preview
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Raheem Thomas
Staff Writer

A year after finishing as the runner-up in the NJAC Men’s Basketball
Tournament, the Montclair State
University men’s team is poised to
return to the championship, and this
time around, return with a different
result. The 2010-2011 Red Hawks finished the season with a record of 20 wins
and eight losses after only dropping one
game at the Panzer Athletic Center. At
season’s end, the team finished with
eight victories and five defeats in interconference play. The Red Hawks rallied
past Richard Stockton and Ramapo only
to fall short to the eventual champions,
New Jersey City University, in a thrilling contest.
Entering his 14th season as head of
the Montclair State University program,
head coach Ted Fiore and the 2011-2012
Red Hawks will have to overcome the
losses of a few keys players on their journey back to the championship. Despite
losing six seniors to graduation, such as
last year’s second leading scorer Rodney
Freeney (14.4 ppg), this year’s team still

has very much promise and talent as
well.
The Red Hawks will look to receive a
considerable amount of its initial offense
from their co-captain and returning allconference senior center, Andrew August.
August finished last season amassing
just under 16 points per game (15.8)
and pulling down 7.4 rebounds per contest. Aside from August, the team will
also be under the leadership of second
co-captain and returning guard, sophomore Brandon Sessoms. The loss of so
many players might spark a sense of
unease in any program, but coach Fiore
remains optimistic, affirming that this
year’s team possesses a great deal of talent and that while they might be young,
they are a very hardworking group.
As the team prepares for its season
opener, the coaching staff has placed a
huge emphasis on working on fundamentals. Moreover, as the Red Hawks continue to battle through preseason practices
and scrimmages, the team will look to
utilize this time not only to improve on
skills but to build cohesion amongst each
other. Coach Fiore and his staff believe
that they have young, talented individuals, but lack of experience may lead to

Hall of Fame

early bumps in the road. The team is
comprised of 12 freshmen with the rest
of the players are either returning or are
new additions from junior colleges.
While there is a great abundance
of optimism throughout the program,
according to the 2011-12 NJAC Men’s
Basketball Preseason Coaches’ Poll the
Red Hawks are predicted to finish fifth
in the North Division of the NJAC conference. A grueling schedule is ahead of the
young team as they are slated to face off
against NJCA rivals William Paterson,
Kean University and New Jersey City
University as well as intra-conference
opponents City College of N.Y. and
Centenary College. It is evident that
leadership from Andrews and Sessoms
will be essential to the success of the
team as they go to combat with the rest
of the NJAC.
While only time will tell if the young
Red Hawks will be able to mature in time
to make a strong run through the NJAC
this year, the ripe bunch of athletes are
eager to prove they can compete in such
a tough conference. Montclair will open
the season on Nov. 18 against College at
Brockport at Panzer Athletic Center at 6
p.m.

Continued from page 22

played through it,” said Romanko.
Not only was the amount of time that
Romanko played impressive but also the
quality of her goalkeeping.
During her 86 games in goal, she set
school records in every goalkeeping category with 356 saves, 55 wins and a goals
against average of 0.78, shutting her
opponents out 45 times in her career.
Even with all these extraordinary
on-the-field accomplishments, Romanko
finds a moment that was off the soccer
field to be most memorable.
“It was right after 9/11 and we wanted
to get the team back together and we did
a run into New York over the Brooklyn
bridge,” Romanko said. “Doing something
like that was probably one of our biggest
moments as a team.”
At the same time that Stephanie
Romanko was establishing herself on the
women’s soccer team, Laura Popes was
revitalizing the Montclair field hockey
team. Popes, who played from ’98 to ’01,
helped the team win nine games her

freshman year — its highest win total in
almost a decade.
“We all clicked very well, we were a
small team but I think the coaching and
the individuals gelled really well together
and right from there we just kept getting
better,” said Popes.
In her junior year, she helped the team
to a record 13 wins. Popes was selected to
First-Team All-NJAC twice in her career
because she set the single season record
for goals and points her last year on the
team. Popes became the first Montclair
State player to be named All-American
when she was chosen to the NFHCA
Third team.
Putting aside personal accomplishments, Pope’s favorite memory of her
athletic career was upsetting TCNJ, the
number-one-ranked team at the time,
which was the first time Montclair had
beaten the Lions since 1980.
Kevin Kelly was another inductee
into Montclair’s Hall of Fame. The lineman earned four all-NJAC selections,

including three First-Team honors. What
is even more fascinating was that he
achieved these honors from both sides of
the ball.
Originally an offensive lineman, Kelly
moved to the defensive line after his
sophomore year to help the team.
“When I first got here, Coach said I
could play either way, offense or defense,”
Kelly said. “It was a matter of where he
needed me at that time which was on
offense so I stuck with the offensive
line, hoping that opportunity would come
eventually and luckily it did.”
The lineman made the most of his
switch to a defensive player as he recorded 14 sacks his first season — good for
seventh best single-season sack total in
school history as the team won the NJAC
Championship that year. In only two seasons on defense, Kelly recorded 20 sacks,
which ranks him in the top 10 of all time
at Montclair state.

sports

Football
NJAC

Overall

Kean

8-1

9-1

MSU

7-2

8-2

Cortland St.

7-2

8-2

TCNJ

6-3

7-3

Rowan

5-4

5-5

Buffalo St.

5-4

5-5

W. Paterson

3-6

4-6

Brockport

3-6

3-7

Morrisville St.

1-8

1-9

West. Conn.

0-9

0 - 10

This Week
No Games Scheduled
Last Week
11/12 Kean 27, MSU 14

Men’s Basketball
		
North

NJAC

Overall

WPU

0-0

0-0

Ramapo

0-0

0-0

RU-Newark

0-0

0-0

NJCU

0-0

0-0

MSU

0-0

0-0

South
Kean

0-0

0-0

Stockton

0-0

0-0

Rowan

0-0

0-0

TCNJ

0-0

0-0

RU-Camden

0-0

0-0

This Week
11/18 vs. Brockport
11/19 vs. Farmingdale
vs. John-Jay
11/22 vs. Berkeley

6 p.m.
1 p.m.
3 p.m.
6 p.m.

Last Week
No Games Played

Women’s Basketball
		
North

NJAC

WPU

0-0

Overall
0-0

Ramapo

0-0

0-0

RU-Newark

0-0

0-0

NJCU

0-0

0-0

MSU

0-0

0-0

RU-Camden

0-0

0-0

Stockton

0-0

0-0

Kean

0-0

0-0

TCNJ

0-0

0-0

Rowan

0-0

0-0

South

This Week
11/19 vs. Regis
11/20 vs. Eastern Conn.
vs. Johnson State
11/22 vs. Mt. St. Mary

Who’s Hot This Week

7:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
3 p.m.
8 p.m.

Last Week
Scranton , MSU

Swimming & Diving
		

NJAC

Overall

TCNJ

2-0

4-0

Rowan

1-0

3-0

Men’s

Gerald Silvera
Wide Receiver — Football
Silvera hauled in 10 receptions for 146 yards and a
touchdown in Montclair’s regular season finally against
Kean University. The Red Hawks lost the game, as well
as the NJAC Championship 27-14, but for his performance Silvera was named NJAC Offensive Rookie of
the Week.

23

WPU

0-1

5-2

MSU

0-1

2-2

Ramapo

0-1

0-1

Women’s
TCNJ

1-0

4-0

Rowan

1-0

3-0

WPU

0-1

5-2

MSU		

0-1

2-2

Ramapo 		

0-1

0-1

This Week
11/18 @ Kutztown
11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
11/19 @ Kutztown
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Last Week
11/11 MSU 100, Drew 84 (Men’s)
MSU 107, Drew 83 (Women’s)

Ashley Vallone
Freestyle — Women’s Swimming
Vallone won three events in the Red Hawks’ sweep
of Drew last weekend winning the 50-meter freestyle
with a time of 25.58 seconds, the 100-meter freestyle
in 55.55 seconds and the 100-meter breaststroke in
1:10.82 minutes.

Ice Hockey
SECHL

Overall

WPU

4-1-1

11 - 2 - 1

MSU

4-1-0

7-2-1

Siena

3-1-0

10 - 2 - 2

NYU

3-2-0

10 - 2 - 0

CCSU

2-2-1

2-2-1

Marist

2-3-1

6-4-1

N. H.

1-1-1

3-6-2

WCSU

0-7-0

2-8-0

This Week
11/19 vs. NYU
9:00 p.m.
11/21 vs. Maryland-Baltimore 2:20 p.m.
Last Week
11/12 MSU 5, Bryant University 3
11/13 MSU 3, Boston College 2

Ice Hockey improves to
7-2-1
p. 21

Check out TheMontclarion.org Women’s basketball
on Monday for Recaps of this wins season opener in
dramatic fashion
Weekend’s Games

p. 22

MontclarionSports@gmail.com

Dramatic OT Win Sends Red Hawks to Next Round
Men’s soccer still going strong in NCAA Tournament

Andrew Mears l The Montclarion

Andrew Mears l The Montclarion

Matt Moreno
Staff Writer

After a heartbreaking loss in the
NJAC championship, the Red Hawk
men’s soccer team was able to bounce
back quickly. In the first round of the
NCAA tournament, Montclair easily dismantled Framingham State’s defense,
winning a convincing 5-0 shutout. The

game marked the team’s 11th shutout of
the season.
The second round of the playoffs,
against Dickinson College, posed more of
a struggle for the Red Hawks. The match
was a defensive struggle throughout with
neither team able to take advantage of
early opportunities.
With five minutes left in the first
half, senior Mike Rudden made one of
the game’s most crucial passes. He man-

Above: Kevin Zalewski attempting to break away from an opposing defender during Montclair State’s 5-0 rout of Framingham State University.
Left: Dan Mendoza scored his 14th goal of the season against Framingham
State.
aged to cross the ball in to a racing Dan
Mendoza who crushed it past Dickinson
goalkeeper Cody Hickok. Soon after,
Nate Latshaw was able to knot things
up at one a piece, easily flicking the ball
past a diving Anthony Rogic.
Regulation ended in a 1-1 tie and
was headed into overtime. Coach Todd
Tumelty of Montclair State was pleased
with the way his team played, but emphasized the fact that they must keep the

pressure on. The Red Hawks did just
that. With not much action taking place
in the first period of OT, Mendoza was
able to change the pace of the second
half. Dickinson was called for a handball
just outside the 18-yard box. Facing a
wall of defenders, Mendoza lifted the ball
just above and past the goalkeeper. The
goal was Mendoza’s 16th of the season
Men’s Soccer Continued on Page 20

Kean grabs NJAC Title from Montclair State
Turnovers prove fatal for Red Hawks in NJAC Championship bout
Jay Hrina
Assistant Sports Editor

This game had more meaning than
your average football game. The New
Jersey Athletic Conference championship
was at stake, an automatic entry into the
NCAA state tournament was on the line
and senior quarterback Tom Fischer was
returning from an injury that sidelined
him for half of the season.
Things wouldn’t turn out so well for the
Red Hawks, however, as the fifth-ranked
Cougars all but annihilated Montclair,
27-14.
“No we don’t deserve it,” coach Giancola
said when asked if his team deserved an
at-large bid into the NCAA tournament.
“I would like it […I] wouldn’t turn it
down, but you have to take care of your
business. We had total control of our destiny.”
Montclair can still receive an at-large
bid into the NCAA tournament, meaning
they will be “competing,” per se, with
other teams that didn’t win their respective conferences. Montclair would head
into the tournament as an underdog and
a lower seed.
Turnovers, field position and penalties all hurt Montclair’s success at winning this game. Tom Fischer, returning
from a fractured ankle for the first time

since Oct. 8 in the first half of the game
against Cortland, and possibly playing
his final collegiate football game, completed 50 percent of his passes (22 for 44)
for 219 yards and five interceptions.
“Field position was poor for us; we had
seven penalties and turnovers hurt us,
absolutely,” Giancola said. “We had 16
total [offensive] possessions, only two on
the plus side of the field.”
Freshman wide receiver Gerald Silvera
had a monster game for the Red Hawks,
catching 10 passes for 146 yards and a
touchdown. His performance in this game
earned him NJAC Offensive Rookie of the
Week honors.
Senior running back Chris D’Andrea
gained 129 yards on the ground on 17 carries, scoring once after only five minutes
passed in the game that gave Montclair
their only lead of the day, 7-0. His run
was exceptional, as he out-hustled and
overpowered his way 80 yards down the
field for the touchdown.
D’Andrea “gave us the home run that
we lost when he got hurt [last season],”
said Giancola of D’Andrea’s skills on the
field.
Senior defensive captains Chad
Faulcon (DB) and Alex Iachetta (DL) had
three tackles and one tackle respectively
in what may have been their final collegiate games as well.
Senior receiver and captain Dan
Football Continued on Page 22
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In his first game back after suffering a leg injury against SUNY Cortland in week
5, Tom Fischer went 22-44 and had one touchdown pass and five interceptions.

